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CIIAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTIOlT 
The title of this study may immedia tely bring a ques-
tion to the mind of the reader: Why is not the title "The 
Prote stant Church and Integra tion" instead of "The Protes-
t ant Church and Se gregation?" 'l'he answer is that racial 
segregation, r a t her than racial integration, is the ac-
c e p ted condition. Segregation is the rule and integration 
is t he e x c eption. 
Thi s s tudy rests on the assumption tha t a racially 
i ntegrated s ociety i s the ideal for which the sociologi-
ca lly minded person must be striving . This study rests on 
t h e fi r m conviction tha t a r~cially integrated society is 
God ' s i deal f or which the Biblically minded person must be 
striving . 
The three terms with which we are most concerned and 
which need to be defined are "segregation," "integration," 
and "desegrega tion." Segregation is de.fined by w. D. Culver 
a s 
the physical separation of groups for the purpose or 
maintaining social distance ••• to keep at a physi-
cal and social distance, and judg e them to be somehow 
"ini'erior. 11 1 
l w. D. Culver, Negro Segregation in the Methodist 
Church (New Haven, Conn.: Yal.e Univers!ty Press, 1953), P• 
vii. 
2 
Integration, s a ys J. Oscar Lee, is a 
re l ationshi p in which persons of different racial 
groups intera ct in a process aimed at the develop-
ment of a cohesive grouping in an institution or ac-
tivity which is focused around some common interest. 
I n the movement from a segregated society to a non-
segre gated one integration and segregation are com-
p l eme n t ary p rocesses.2 
Lee defines desegregation by saying, 
I t is u sed to mean the removal of barriers which are 
u sed to i mpo s e segregation. Such barriers may be 
l a \·1s, p olicies adopted and enforced by organizations 
or g ove rnment a l agencies a nd customary group prac-
tices.3 
The problem is segregation. This problem makes inte-
gr ation a problem. Th e integration of people, Negro and 
' 
white, on the level of religion, its churches, its belie.fa 
and practi ces is the broad sco~e of this study. Many peo-
p l e are acquainted with the problem from experience. t-Iany 
are unaware of the imp lications of the problem. Others 
recognize it but fail to see the importa nce o.f the problem. 
Many have written about it and some have conscientiously 
studied the p roblem with its various implications. From 
one who has studied the problem we have this as his con-
clusion: 
If one were to write a history of Protestantism's re-
l a tions to Negroes the balance sheet would be on the 
debit side. Protestantism arose in the time 0£ 
2J • . Oscar Lee, "Status of Racial Integration in Re-
ligious Institutions," Journal of Negro Education, XXIII 
(Summer, 1954), 230. 
3~., P• 231. 
D 
3 
Em ·op ean cxploi tation of non-white people. It blessed 
slav er y . It sanctified a caste system with its stamp 
of inferiority on a whole race ••• although protes-
tantism , by its policies a nd practices is still actu-
ally c ontributing to the segregation of the Negro 
.&mericans, t h ere is some g,round for confidence that 
the int e l l i gence and devotion of these pioneers will 
sh ow a way . Let us hope tha t it may be sooner than 
we t h ink.4 
11 Se gregation i s the characteristic of t n e Protestant Church," 
C: 
says Loe scher. ✓ I t is not unusual to hear Protestant lead-
er s say today , as Harry Emerson F'osdick said in 1950, "Race 
prejudice i s a s thorough a denial of the Christian God as 
atheism , a n d a f a r more comµion i'orm of apostasy1 116 It is 
· i mpossible to deny the factual charge of Walter White that 
onl y the "die-hard segregated sphools of the most reection-
ar y of t he s outhern states" surpass the church in the sep-
aruti on of the Negroes and whi t es. What is so strange 
about the charge is that it is made against the institu-
tion of the church which teaches the "brotherhood of a ll 
men enunciated by Jesus."? 
How can Christian churches justify their segregation 
which is opp osed to the basic beliefs of the Christicµi re-
ligion? There are others who are asking the question. 
4Frank s. Loescher, The Protestant Church and the Negro 
( New York: Association Press, l948), P• ll7. 
C 
:iibid. 
6H. E. Fosdick, ".Friends of the American Way of Li.fe" 
(n.p., 1950). 
7'1v'alter White, How Far the Promised Land (l'4ew 'York: 
Viking Press, 19~6),p. !94.-
-
4 
One of these is a Southerner, J. M. . Dabbs, who is a South 
Carolini an b y b irth and residence: 
All thought .ful people \'/ill admit, I think, that the 
system [sogre gationl , a t least i n some details sub-
j ccts t he Negro to humili cJ:tions • • • di.t'ficul t to 
justify in the light of the J udae-Chriatian tradition. 
Now have we justified our treatr,1ent of the Negro un-
der slavery and segregation? 
The f irs t thing to realize is tha t we have tried to 
justify it ••• we have never tried to justify our 
rac e r elati ons in the full light of the Christian 
Scriptures: the light, that is, which shows in the 
fac e of Jesus . A second indica tion of our lack of be-
lief in cur justifica tions is our tendency to grow 
shrill in their presentation •••• 
This b asic unbalance between love and justice results 
in sentimentality; that is, unjustified emotion. It 
has been with us a pleasant task to deceive, if pos-
sible , the Negro, but mor e importantly ourselves; to 
hide .from ourselve s the .fact that we were denying to 
th0 Negro the basic, general obligation of justice, 
while p roffering him the personal gift of love. It 
is insulting to offer gifts while refusing obliga-
tions . Love can never be of.fered in plac·~ of justice; 
it may be offered in addition to justice.8 
I 
Other voices f rom pew and pulpit in Southern churches are 
responding : 
God made white people and black people and it's un-
christian to try to correct a mistake of God's. The 
Supreme Court didn't change the principle of the 
church . It brought out the negligence of the church. 9 
The weaknesses of the church are most embarrassing when 
people find that the contradictions are in the realm of 
8J. M. Dabbs, The Southern Heritage (l~ew York: Alfred 
M. Knopf, 1958), pp:--234-243. 
9James Dykeman and Wilma Stokley, Neither Black Nor 
White (New York: Rinehart and Co., 1957), P• 2?8. -
5 
religion. The Bible .Belt with its "more church member-
ships, higher p 0,r centages of attendances ••• 11 is spoken 
of by a Kentucky minister: 
For yea r s , generations, we Southerners abstractly 
said one t h ing and daily, with as little conscious-
ness of it as was possible, did another. But the Su-
preme Court decision brought word and act together. 
"ln the beginning was t he Word •••• " Well, we've 
had the ,.;ords a long time, now we've got to live up 
to them . Nore than that, this decision has brought 
the Sout h er ner's dichotomy into the open and made ,him 
verb alize it. This i s t he most unforgiveable t hing 
o.f a ll. 
Thi s dichotomy is not new. \~hile Charlotte, North 
Carolina , was building its reputation as one of the 
most chur ch-going cities in America, it was also mak-
i nG statist ics in having one of the highest crime 
r a tes i n the country, and this paradox was not un-
char acteristic of the region as a whole.10 
But there a r e many who do not see or refuse to recog-
nize the pa r adox . I t is not difficult to find references 
to t he church , religion, Christianity and Christian duty 
in· the writings of the extreme segregationists. Only in 
their "physica l s trength and their natural capacity as en-
tertainers" are the Negroes superior to whites, is the 
f eeling of Robert Patterson, founder of the White Citizens 
Council movemcnt. 11 
¼'hile in the early years of the twentieth century the 
major denomina tions were waking to the paradox and the 
lODykeman and Stokley,~• ill•• PP• 263-264. 
11Hodding Carter III, The South Strikes Back (Garden 
City, New York: Doubleday ~Company, Inc., 1959), P• 107. 
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voices of ded icated leaders were beginning to be heard,12 
there wer e s till those, who in the name of Christianity, 
promoted t h e superiority of the white race: 
Ne groes must recognize the supremacy of the white race 
and be willing to be a good second. \.-Jhite people will 
welcome all the progress and all the good that the 
r a c e may a ch ieve, but as conditions now stand and as 
far as the future can be forecasted the Caucasian race 
seems d e s tined to lead all other races.13 
Ther e i s no doubt, the paradox does exist. This para-
dox is t hat of what the church stands for and what the 
church practices. It is the purpose of this study to in-
vesti 5ate the f actors in our ~ociety, secular and religious 
t hat h ave c ontributed to and maintained the paradox and 
t hu s make it poss ible for us to better be able to elimi-
nat e t h is ab surdity . Feedless to say, it is impossible to 
di scuss ull t he factors relating to this paradox, but 
those f a ctors affecting and primarily related to the church 
are treated . 
Factors which are not treated in detail in Chapter IV 
which h ave no direct implications to the church are treated 
in Chapter III. This is not to say that the factors stud-
ied in Chapter III have no implications in the position of 
the Protestant denominations, the attitudes o.f its members 
12Andrew Schulze, t1Z Neifubor of Another Color 
(Minneapolis, Minnesota: Augs urg Publishing House, 1944). 
13L. D. Smith, Christianit~ and the Race Problem (New 
York: Fleming H. Revell Co., 19 2;,p7°4?. 
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und leaders, and t h eir actions within the church or so-
ciety. 
The negl e ct of scientific sociological studies in the 
area of t he Protest ant chur ch a nd segregation is immedi-
a tely r ecogni zed . Those references which treat the sub-
j ect i n an ob jective scientific manner are the references 
which c arry the greatest weight. 
CHAP:I·ZR II 
BASIC HI STORIChL IMPLICATIONS 
Pre-Civil War Period 
Wi thout any doubt, the roots of the segrega tion con-
troversy g o b a ck to the time of slavery in the early his-
t ory of our na t i on. The first Negroes brought to the new 
world were distinguished by cla ss and not by race. They 
were subject t o the srune conditions as those of the inden-
tured servants from EnGland. By the year 1635 Negroes be-
gan to be designated as 11 servants" or "Negro servants." 
It i s i n teresting to note that the first legal case, grant-
inc; one individua l the right to "own" another, involved 
Negroes as p l aintiff and defendant. 1 
In the ordinary course of the Indian wars, Indian 
slavery began to be practiced. The sanctioning of this 
kind of sl&very led to sanctioning of ~egro slavery even 
though the "fogro never fought a gainst the early settlers 
of t he new world. A pattern had now been set and it 
needed to be defended. The defense was found in the Word 
of God: 
1nr. George Kelsey, "The Ethico-Cultural Revolution 
in American Race Relations," Speech given at the Associa-
tion of Council Secretaries, Williams Bay, Wisconsin, 
June 18, 19,56. 
9 
The .New ]!;ngl and Calvinist considered that he was 
God' s elect and that to him God had given the heathen 
for an inheritance, and by enslaving the Indians and 
trading t h em for Negroes, he was doing nothing more 
t han enter i ng i nto his heritage.2 
Bu t t h e logic and the medieval theory that slavery 
should be confined to the heathen demanded that the slave 
be s et fre e after he became a Christian. The defenders or 
s l ave i nterest s enacted laws which held "that a slave's 
conversion to Christie.nity did not change his status since 
cont inua t i on of his bondage enabled his owner to continue 
Chr i s t i an i nstruction."' 
Two hand icaps of the Protestant churches were the ig-
noran c e of t he slave a nd the fact that the slave-owners 
were hos -t;ile toward Christianizing of the Negro. 4 At 
first the d efenders of slavery opposed baptism of Negroes. 
By 1667 t he Virginia Assembly passed a law declaring: 
Baptis m doth not alter the condition of the person to 
h i s b ondage or freedom; in order that diverse masters 
f reed from this doubt may more carefully endeavor the 
propogation of Christianity.5 
i'laryland passed a similar law. Later laws were passed to 
2~- illiam W. Sweet, The Stort of Religion in America 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 9~), P• 28$. 
3walter White, How Far the Promised Land (New York: 
Viking Press, 1956),p. 195.-
4Leonard L. Haynes, Jr., The l~e~ Communit~ Within 
American Protestantism tBostonaTheistopherublishing 
House, 1953), P• 76. 
5Kelsey, 22• ill•• P• 2. 
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make all non-Ch.r i s tians ,con,rerted or unconverted, to be 
slaves wh o ent ered t he colony. 
Three other f actor s, impor t ant to the early history 
of sl very? are: (1) the need for a labor force, (2) the 
tirne of s l av ery of t he mother was extended with the birth 
of each child , and (3) the 1662 doctrine that required the 
ch i ld to fo l l ow the s t a tus of the mother. 6 
Th e deve lopment of the Negro sta tus from class to 
sl~ve c ontinued f or over a century before t h e evils of this 
system began t o b e procla i med by often unheard voices. As 
earl y as the midd le of the eighteenth century John Woolman 
spoke aga i nst slave ownership and slavery. With his voice 
the ant i -slav er y i ni'luence of the Quakers, to become the 
importunt rel i gi ous group of the Abolition Movement, began 
to b e s ounded. 
In 1769 Dr. Samuel Hopkins of the First Congregational 
Church i n Newport, Rhode Island, preached against, not 
s l avery , but the evils of the slave-trad~. The only colo-
nial r eligious group which had a de!i nite program as far 
as mission wor k among slaves and Negroes was concerned was 
t he Angl i can Church. Nowhere, however, do we .find this 
institution denouncing the institution of slavery.? 
The early period of slavery is today sometimes 
7s weet, .2R• ill•, PP• 286-28?. 
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defended on t he ground t hat it wa s necessary £or a number 
of reasons a nd t hat slavery really wa s not bad. c. F. 
Marden makes it clear t hat the position of slave s in our 
nation was worse than t hat of slaves in Latin American 
countries : 
n t h e American system t he slave had practically no 
prot e c t i on a t all by la.w from the arbitrary exercise 
of au t hority by the master . He had no property rights, 
married par tners could b e separa ted, and childr en f rom 
t he ir paren t s .8 
Subj ec tion oz humans to that of mere cattle seems brutal to 
us . 
NEGROES FOR SALE . A negro woman, 24 years of a ge, and 
her t wo ch i ldren , one eight and the other three years 
old o Said negroes will be sold SEPARhTELY or together, 
as desired. The woman is a good seamstres s. She will oe sold low f or cash, or EXC.H.ANGED FOR GROCERI ES. For 
t e r ms , apply t o f1ATTHEW BLI SS & CO., 1 Front Levee. 9 
There is I!l.ore than adequa te evidence to show t hat slavery 
wi th i t s many pr actices gave reason for the Christian v oice 
t o speak. 
I n addition to t he voice of the Quakers, t here were 
other r e l i gious groups \lhich made their voi ces heard, in 
great er and less er volume , at the turn of the n i neteenth 
century . Under t he leadership of w. E. Channing , the 
Unitaria ns made it quite clear, from· the beginning, that 
8c harles F. r1arden, Minorities in American Society 
(New Yor k: American Book Company, l9~), p. 11?. 
9Frank Tannenbaum, Slave and Citizen ( Ne w York : 
Al f red A. Knopf, 1947), P• 177-;--
12 
10 they were opposed to slavery. The Church of the Breth-
ren, with their ideal of equality in all human relations, 
oppos ed t h e divis ion of society into castes and classes. 11 
The Univer salists i,ere t h e first religious body to go on 
record oppo s i ng human slavery in any form. 12 It was pri-
marily through t he efforts of the ~akers, however, that 
the Ab ol ition Movement gained momentum. 
In 1821 the ~v a neelical United Brethren Church pro-
hibited s l av er y , but sixteen years later the congregations 
becahle s ubject to state laws, thus making it possible for 
congr egat i ons sout h of the Mason-Dixon line to endorse 
13 s l aver y . Under the leadership of Alexander Campbell, 
t he Di s cip l e s of Christ denomina tion was able to avert any 
sort of s c h i sm in the days of the sectional controversy, 
but this was due to the fact that Campbell released his own 
slaves a nd held that slavery was not forbidden by the let-
ter of the New Testament.14 In the latter part of the 
eigh teenth century, with the evils of slave-trade becoming 
increasingly difficult to overlook, there was a wave of 
10v er gilius Ferm, The American Church of the Protes-







anti-sla v ery movements in the Baptist, Presby terian, Meth-
odist, and Me t h odist Episcopal c hurchea. 1 5 
In t h e year 1800 a great cha n g e came over Protestant-
ism wit h t he coming of the Great Awakening. Up until this 
time there was little cha ng e in the new country in the 
r ea l m of re l i gion. The Gr eat Awakening brought with it 
t he "crusade t o c onv ert the masses to e motional Christian-
ity ."16 I t a l s o influenced the growth of democracy in the 
South ern region wi th its central concept "that an individ-
ua l wa s n ot p r edestina ted to hell or heaven, as Calvin 
taught , but c ou l d exercise free will and become 'saved.• 1117 
Fol l owi n g t h e Grea t Awak ening came a per iod mark ed by 
a more r a t i on a l attitude toward r e ligion.18 Until the 
1830 ' s the South wa s extremely tolerant and it is out of 
t h i s t olera n ce t he.t the new reli gious groups came, such as 
Deism and its r amification and the spread of Unitarianism. 
By t he l ate 1830's there was a decided change in the South. 
1'he pendulum b ege.n to s wing in the opposite direction. 
There was no longer the strict dichotomy 01' relig ion for 
t h e commoners and the aristocrats. Reasons for this were 
1 5sweet, ~• cit., P• 292. 
16clement Eaton, A Histo~ of the South (New York: 




externa l t o r e l i gion. The South viewed itselr as being 
under attack ( Nullifica tion and the Abolition Society) and 
it became defensiv e . Liberalism was not tolerated. Con-
f ormi t y was demanded. Now the Bible became widely used to 
prove t h e r i ght of slavery. By this time, the importance 
of the c otton market had caus ed the previous discussion of 
the s l avery i ssue t o be hushed. The first thirty years of 
the n inet e enth c e nt ury were 
a peri od of transition from the early sympathetic 
appr oa ches of the Protestant community toward the Ne-
gr o to the p e r iod of militant immedia t e aboliti onism 
•• • t he l i n e s were formed, the South against the 
North . The South holding on to its economic slave 
l i f eraf t and the North beginning to fe e l that t h is 
liferaft should be punctured.19 
To t hose insisting upon slavery, slavery took on a "qua lity 
of special g oodne ss becau s e it put man in a situa tion in 
which they s or ely ne eded love." 20 
Be.fore t h e n i ne teenth century, the Negro worshiped in 
t he white c ongrega tions and took part in church life. 
There wer e instances of Negro ministers of white congrega-
tions , especia l ly in Baptist and Methodist churohes. 21 
It wa s in t he first quarter of the nineteenth century that 
t he "stri cter exclusion of Negroes from participation with 
19u aynes, .2£• cit., p. 120. 
20J. M. Dabbs, The Southern Heritage (New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1958), pp.~4-243. 
21Haynes, .22• cit., P• ?6. 
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whi t es in re l igious exercises led to the organization of 
separate i~ egro churches a nd religious institutions. 1122 
Before the Civil 1•/ar there were s cattered Negro churches, 
usuc lly the r e sult of resent ment of free Negroes of 
the Nort h a t segregation and othe r discr iminatory 
p r a ctices o Bu t it was not until a.fter the war that 
independent Ne gro church es e merged on a larg e sca le. 23 
1~aynes dravrn three conclusi on s from the hi stor y of 
Ame rica n Pr otestantism a s related t o t h e Negro community 
during this p eriod of h istory: (1) the eighteenth century 
sav e rise to the c aste sta tus of the Negro; (2) the Prot-
estant group s were the f irst to show any signs of sympathy 
and understanding to;,mrd the Negro; and (3) the separate 
h e gro churches arose out of the class caste sta tus of the 
I egro bec ause Protestant s a ccepted this status as the 
p l a ce ror the Negro. 
The Schisms 
By the y e a r 1860 the South had become ultra-conserva-
tive i n relig ion a nd i t showed the caste bias. Many aris-
t ocrats were t h e "neuvo riche 11 and a "gentleman" was either 
a Methodist or Baptist. "Nearly three-fourths o.f the 
Southern churc h goers in 1860 were Methodist or Baptist."24 
22nr. John Dollard, Caste and Class in a S outhern Town 
(New Haven: Ya le University l)ress, 1937), p. -223. -
23will Herberg, Protestant--Catholic--Jew (Garden 
City, Ne w York: Doubleday ~ Company, l95$),p. 127. 
24
Eaton, -2.E• ill•• P• 493• 
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It was only n a t ural then that the controversy of slavery 
would most affect the churches most adequately distributed 
t hrough out t h e nati on, North and South. Thus it was the 
Baptists , Me thod ists, and Presbyterians who felt the strains 
of sep a ration at the time previous to, during, and after 
the Civi l War. 
I n t h e triennial convention of 1841, a convention of 
Bap tist church es throughout the country, slavery was the 
prominent i ssue. Souther ners thought that they were "sate" 
and t h e iss ue h ad been settled, but at the next triennial 
c onven tion in 1844, there was increased agitation by North-
ern Baptis ts. 25 This c onvention brought the withdrawal of 
the "south e r n associa tion from the Old Board of fiome Mis-
sion s supp orted by the Baptists in the South. 1126 The fol-
lowing year found the Southerners meeting at Augusta, 
Georg i a , a nd for the sake of peace and harmony they sep-
arated themselves from the Northern division. 
As early as 1840 t here was conflict between Southern 
radicals and Northerners in the Methodist Episcopal Church. 
In the General Con£erence of that year the matter of slav-
ery was not discussed, for the Abolitionists reared the 
danger of losing the decision and wanted to wait for a bet-
ter time. This was done, to the regret of the radicals, 
25sweet, .QJ2• ill•• PP• 298, 299. 
26ibid. 
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who had not enough power to have the matter discuiised. In 
184-L~ the Genera l Conf erence met again. The d ebate cen-
tered a r ound Bishop James o. Andrew of Georgia, who by his 
second marri age had become the possessor of a few house-
hold s l a v ~s, a nd thus the first slave-holding bishop. It 
i.·ras t h e dec i s ion on this matter, that is• that the bishop 
relinquish ownershi p of his slaves, that caused the separa-
tion of t he Me t h odist Episcopal Church. Bitterness was on 
t h e increase bet·ween t he two bodies of Methodism from that 
time until the Civil War. 27 
The dispute in the Presbyterian Church was involved 
in t hat of doctrine and social issues. The controversy 
a ros e in 1837 when the Old School or Old Lights accused the 
Ne w Sc h ool or New Lights of being too liberal in doctrine 
and t oo i nvolved in social issues, including slavery. This 
conflict, primarily between Northern liberalism and South-
ern conservatism, was enough to bring about final legisla-
tion of sch ism in 1857• The New School was dominated by 
Northerners and was primarily Abolitionist. This position 
of the New School Presbyterian Church drove the Old School 
Presbyterian Church to the opposite extreme, that of pro-
slavery. It is out of the Old School that some or the 
28 ablest defenders of slavery, on Biblical grounds, were born. 
27 Ferm,~• ill•• P• 80. 
28 
Sweet, -2:e• ill•• P• 308. 
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Post-Civil \.Jar 
From t he t i me of the Civil War, until recent decades, 
t h ere hns been , generally speaking , an "air of quietness" 
in t he \·rhi t e -domina ted Protestant churches. Ir there have 
been any p ol icies or practices (before 1920) t hey have been 
of l ittle h elp to t he Negro, but have instead contributed 
t o t he segrega tion of the American Negro. Since 1921, but 
more sp ec ifically wit h greater emphasis since 1940, there 
has b een a n incr easing awareness on the part of Protes-
tantism of their l ack of putting into practice what they 
hav e b een preaching . It was the second \iorld War, with 
nll its· implica tions, that brought Protestantism to the 
rea l awareness of r acial discrimination. 29 Ilerberg says 
that "r eli gious s e gregation of white and colored Protes-
t ant s , wit h in the same church as well as between churches," 
is be i ng "denounced by Protestant spokesmen with growing 
frequency as a 'sin' and a 'scandal. 11130 
Li f e magazine, in its series on segregation, concluded 
a deba t e of leading church leaders by saying: 
There seems to be no question from the f acts presented 
here that progress in the field of race relations in 
the South prior to the Supreme Court decision was 
under-way toward the eventual solution of this whole 
29Frank s. Loescher, The Protestant Church and the 
Negro (New York: Association Press, 1948), PP• 15="50-;--
30 Herberg, ,2E• ill•, P• 128. 
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problem of Ne gro-White relationships and that the 
Church was in t he forefront of t his advancement.31 
In spi t e of the c areful wordinG, i f this sort of optimism, 
as shared by these r eligious leaders, were completely 
true, and i f the s t a tement could h ave been made previous 
to t h e Supreme Cour t decision of 1954, we would certainly 
not have the many problems f a cing us today in the area of 
human relat ions. 
The l a c k of putting the Biblical princip les of broth-
erhood into practice, by the Protestant bodies, has had an 
equa l ly detriment a l effect upon the Negro church bodies. 
The c onstant c oercive pattern of the land-owners during 
t he days of slavery certa inly had its influence on Negro 
churclJ.e s. Under this sort of coercive arrangement it was 
natura l t hat a s tress on "other-worldliness" should come 
about. This, then, has been the "characteristic pattern 
of Negro preaching and belief in most churches up to the 
present day. 11 32 eceiving the sanction of the Southern 
Cauca sian ( and Northern), the Negro church has become an 
institution to modify the harshness of segregation and has 
helped to solidify the Negro.33 
' 1 "A Round Table Has Debate on Christian's Moral 
Duty," Life, September 24, 1956, P• 162. 
32R. A. Schermerhorn, These Our People (Boston: D. C. 
Heath and Company, 1949), P• l03.-
33Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma ( New York : 
Harper and Brothers, 1944), P• 862. 
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I n t heir new freedom after the Civil war, the Negroes 
were enthusiastic for education and religion.34 The free 
.Negro now carried out his work of separation· with a great 
deal of energy and a great amount of success. 
The colored members of the Methodist Episcopa l Church 
South left in vast numbers to join the African Meth-
od ist Episcopal and African I-lethodist Episcopal Zion 
Churches which had been formed as small groups in the 
Nort h in 1816 and 1821 respectively. Of the 208,000 
Negro me~bers of the Southern Methodist Church in 
1860 onl y 49,000 remained in 1866, and of t hose some 
dep art e d to f orm a Colored J:lethodist .I!.,"'piscopal Church. 
Anothe r Negro church came into being from the division 
of the Presbyterian and still another with the separa-
tion of the Baptist, both in the decade and a half 
a f t er the Civil War. The Northern .Methodist Church 
and the Ep iscopal Church resisted division but could 
not a void a gr eater measure of inner segregation.35 
The He gro c hurches hav e increased in membership under their 
ne,,, sys t em of s egregation. "They provide the best example 
of bi-raci a l ism , t hat is, of social order divided in all 
its f uncti ons a long cast e lines. 1136 Liston Pope says con-
fidently , on the basis of statistics, that the Negro 
·churches , entirely American to start with, still stand out-
side t he sys tem of the church just as in other areas ot 
American life . 
Less t han one percent of the white congregations have 
..... ny r egro members (and each of these genera lly has 
only two or three), and less than one-half of one per-
cent of the Negro Protestants who belong to white 
34 Sweet, .2£• ill•• P• 330. 
35Herberg, -2£• ill•• PP• 127-128. 
36nollard, ~• cit., P• 223. 
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denomina tions worship regularly with white persona.37 
Dolla rd p oints out that it is religion that has made 
life for the Southern Negro tolerable and that Christian-
ity, although used against them by Caucasians, is still 
carried on a s one of their prized institutions. 38 This is 
substantiated ·by Sweet: "The church has meant more to the 
egro than any other institution, since only in his church 
has h e had an opportunity for self-expression."39 Myrdal 
p oints out tha t the " .Negro church i'undamentally is an ex-
pression of t he Ne gro community itself. 1140 Therefore, it 
may most emphatically be said, on the basis of the above 
sta tements and s imilar statements by other researchers, 
tha t t he Negro churches have had a profound effect upon the 
Negro community and vice versa. 
The above statements point out most certainly one of 
the f actors affecting the growth of the Negro churches 
which has b e en per haps more rapid than other Protestant 
churches. 
About 1953, reports indicate, there were 7,600,000 
memb ers in nine all-Negro Baptist denominations; 
2 ,500 , 000 in six all-Negro Methodist denominations; 
37Liston Pope, "Religion and the Class Structure," 
The Annals of the .American Academy 0£ Political and Social 
Sc!'ence, March-;--I948, P• 90. -
38Dollerd, .2J2.• ill•• P• 247. 
39s\1eet, .2J2.• ill•, P• 49. 
4
oMyrdal, .2£• ill•, P• 877• 
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und 90 , 000 in thre e all-Negro Presbyterian denomina-
t i on s ; a nd 12,000 in the Negro Lutheran Mission. 
This would make something ove r 10,000,000 Negroes in 
well- established Negro churches. In addition, there 
were a b out 900,000 in more or less mixed churches 
(in cluding about 350,000 Roman Ca tholics), and an un-
certain thought not inconsiderable number in small, 
unaf.filia ted churches oi: the "f'ringe " type. All in 
a ll, a v a ilable figures sugg est a total of over 
11,500,000 Negro church members in the Unite~ States, 
a ppa r e n tly around 75 per cent of the 15,500,000 Ne-
1 groes in this country reported in the 1950 census. 4 
According to the statistics reported in the 1955 Yearbook 
of American Churches, there were 55,837,325 Protestants in 
the Unite d States and 31,476,261 Roman Catholics.42 
l..j. l 
h erberg , .2£• cit., P• 128. 
and 
4 2 Le o o s ten, eligions in America (Uew York: Simon 
Schus ter, 1955), P• 196. 
CH.APTE I I I 
I MPORTANT FACTOPS AFFECTING RELIGIOUS POSITIONS 
To s ay tha t one lives entirely by his religious con-
victi ons i s not only being unrealistic but £alse. Within 
ever y Christian congrega tion there are those who are striv-
ing fo r t h e i dea l example with greater and lesser degrees 
of persi stenc e . \✓e are in.fluenced by the world around us • 
. This chapter dea ls with important factors which affect the 
attitud e s and actions of individuals and our society, thus 
affec t ing t he p osition of the churches. After treating the 
more personal f actors attention will be given t~ the 
broader fie lds of education, legislation and politics, 
economic a nd housing f actors. It will be noted that these 
f actors give support to the existing paradox--support which 
is not needed. 
Most researchers on the subject of segregation treat 
the subj ect in .four general areas: economic, polit_ical, 
social , and legal. It must not fail to be noted, however, 
t hat under these general categories every aspect of li.fe 
may be incl uded, even the religious uhich is usually in-
cluded under the social. It is true that "in almost every-
thing he does and everywhere he goes, from birth to death, 
in sickness or in health, the Negro is coni'ronted with the 
color line," and the authors continue by saying that this 
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includes religion.1 
I n t h e c a s e study of Negroes in the United States by 
Wagley and Harris, four divisions of discriminations are 
made: econ omic, educational, religious, and social. The 
authors are quite optimistic about the Negroes• progress 
since \.Jor ld War II i n the areas of education, politics, 
economy and soci al standing, but the religious area is not 
trea ted when citing optimism in other areas. 
C. s . J ohnson s ays that the Negroes, as a group , "ex- . 
perience t he most persistent and most persuasive forms of 
segrega t ion ba sed upon economic, social, traditional, and 
legal c onsiderations. 112 It must be D.oted that these are 
the areas in which the Negro has most often sought to be 
accepted on a n equal basis, while in religion the Negro 
has ofte n c hosen to remain with his own group. 
Tr adition--St atus Quo--Change 
Modern science has contributed inestimable amounts to 
combat the pattern of segregation. However, with the be-
ginning of biological science came the classification of 
animals into higher and lower forms. The public mind 
1charles Wagley and Maryin Harris, Minorities in the 
New World (New York: Columbia University Press, l95'SJ, P• m. 
2charles s. Johnson, Patterns of Ne~o Segrega tion 
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1943)7"'°P• 2. 
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grasped t h i s order in the animal wor ld and applied it to 
man. From this concept came the development of the con-
cept of biological races and the differences between peo-
z 
ple.J Thi s development came about du.ring the time that 
the slavery issue was being solidi£ied in the eighteenth 
cent ury . These r acial belie£s and practices, which have 
developed over three centuries, cannot be expected to be 
dissolved within a decade. 
The b a sis of many of our racial problems today is in 
t he c oncept of biological races, and the Negro's being 
trac.i tiona lly a ssociated with "slave." These beliefs and 
pr act i ces of long time standing are not af'fected by reason; 
t ey are n on-rational. They cannot be immediately dis-
solved by any hurosnitarian doctrine. The forces which are 
most l ikel y to a f fect changes is the force 0£ law which 
gr adually erodes custom and the idiosyncracies of racial 
eti quette. 4-
~i f e for t h e Negro today is miserable because of the 
tradi t i onal ideologies which have been associated with him--
not as an inuivi dual, but as a group. He ~soften judged 
immediately, not upon his individuality, but upon his be-
ing a Negro. This is stereo.typing. Be is still conceived 
3Arnold Rose and Caroline Rose, America Divided (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949), P• 40. 
4 Johnson,~• ill•• P• 193. 
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as being a servant. lie is expected to labor with less 
pay , to b e submissive, to be a ~ollower, to be less than 
what the Caucasian has made himself to be. This fact is 
often empha sized by Negro writers and sympathe tic Cauca-
sian s .5 It is not difficult to recognize immediately that 
stereotyping less ens the worth of the person being typed. 
I t i s a l s o immediately recognizable t hat stereotyping is 
contrary t o the basic democratic philosophy and the Chris-
tian ideal. 
\ n ile t here are those who sincerely try to remove the 
Negro s t ereotype, there are others who wish to promote it. 
I f you h ave had a negro mammy take ~are of you and 
k eep you from eating dirt; if you played with negro 
boys when a boy; if you have worked with and among 
t heru , l a ughed a t t heir ribald humor; if you have been 
stunned by their abysmal vulgarity and profanity; if 
you c an find it in your heart to overlook their ob-
scenity and depravity; if you can respect and love 
their deep religious fervor; if you can cherish and 
love their loyalty and devotion to you, then you are 
beginning to understand the negro.6 · 
otice that t he writer makes no exceptions for a "different 
kind of Negro, 11 which is done by some charit~ble segrega-
tionists. Notice also how he prescribes the area in which 
t he regro may live. By · eliminating the potential of even 
a single Negro, he sets the maximum bounds for all. 
Traditions do not change easily. The traditional 
5rbid., PP• 195-196. -
6..rlodding Carter III, The South Strikes Back (Garden 
City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1949), P• 10?. 
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stereotyp e or the Negro is being changed slowly. Since 
change occurs slowly, it is difficult to see. 7 The con-
tinued change of this stereotype will mean the changing of 
many attitudes, beliefs, and practices. With these changes 
come s ocia l changes which are naturally resisted. All 
change i s a ttended by emotional strain. Hu.mans seem to be 
made up of t ho certain something that "what we .feel strongly 
wha t i s , is right." wnen change comes, there are reactions 
which are often unusual. This is a subtle type of reaction 
upon t h e individual--often happening without his being 
aware of i t . It is under this type of condition and also 
under t he extreme changes, war, floods, etc., that con-
fus i on and rumors are added, and superstition flourishes. 8 
There for e , t here seems to be a natural resistance to 
change. 9 Th e status quo becomes the ideal for which men 
strive, possibly unrecognized by the individual and so-
ciety, and thus the cultural lag. In Senator T. G. Bilbo's 
book, published shortly before his . death, the defense of 
the status quo is that if two races are brought together, 
there can be only two possible outcomes--mongrelization or 
segregation. The concrete evils of mongrelization are 
7Rose and Rose, -2£• cit., P• 27. 
8Gordon Allport, The Nature of Prejudice (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Addison-Wesley !>uolishing Company, 1954), PP• 224-
225. 
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many. I or is this defense limited to the majority group. 
There are a lso members of the minority group who seek to 
justify t h e status quo which binds them. 10 
But changes do occur. There is no doubt that the at-
titudes, beliefs a nd practices of the American public are 
changing . There is little doubt that they shall continue 
to ch an ge o These words of optimism are verified by C. s. 
Johnson in. t h e year 1943. 
Such a s t a tus quo, however, cannot be maintained in-
definitely. The process 0£ acculturation will in-
evitably c ause a disturbance of fixed racia l roles; 
f or t he influences of penetrating economic, political 
and r eligious forces cannot be isolated; nor can these 
elements of a dominant culture divorce themselves from 
others which are bound up in the web of personal rela-
t i onships . There is no avenue of escape from the so-
cia l a nd biological consequences 0£ contact.11 
Pr e jud ice and I gnorance 
I t is natura l for us tQ feel kindly disposed to those 
who are neare st us. In the in-group we feel most at home. 
When we get outside of this in-group, into city, state, 
nation, r acial stock, and mankind, our associations become 
more complex and more diff'icult.12 As we come into contact 
with t he out-group, rarely do we have a position 0£ 
10nrewton Berry, Race Relations (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Co., 1951), p.-g:--
11 Johnson,~• cit., xv-xvi. 
12Allport, .Q.E• cit., P• 43. 
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neutra l ity t01-,a rd t he group , for we have usually been 
"pr epared " by others or ourselves, consciously or uncon-
scious l y , f or s uch contacts. Prejudice is the personal 
a sp ect o f hoi.•1 a n i ndividua l feels toward the group , whereas 
segregat i on and discr i ininati on a r e t h e social a spects of 
pr e judice whi ch may be seen in inter-group relations. 13 
For a mor e defi nite definition: 
P r e judice i s an emotional, rigid attitude (a predis-
p os i t i on t o r e spond to a certa in stimulus in acer-
t a in way ) t oward a group of p e ople, They may be a 
gr oup on ly in t he mind of the prejudiced person •••• 
Pr e judices a r e thus attitudes, but not all attitudes 
are prej udices . They both contain the element of pre-
j udgment, but prejudiced attitudes have an a£fective 
or emoti ona l qu ality tha t not all attitudes are prej-
udic es . 14 
On e i mpor t ant aspect of prejudice (stereotyping) has 
been touched in the previous pages. The socio-psycholog-
i ca l asp ects of prejudi ces are a complete study in them-
selves . Greater emphasis is being placed upon the psy-
chology of prejudice today. Deutsch and Collins in their 
study o:r 11 I nterracia l Housing " are careful to point out 
t ea t prejudice may be viewed and studied from two approaches, 
the psychological and t h e sociological, but the two cannot 
13s tewart G. Cole and Mildred w. Cole, Minorities and 
t he Amer ican Promise (New York: Harper and Brothers, l954°Y, 
P• 81. · 
14G. E. Simpson and J.M. Yinger, Racial and Cultural 
Minorities ( New York : Herper and Brothers, 195'3);' p. 13. 
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be separ a ted , they are complementary. 15 
For the purposes of this study it must be noted that 
prejudices "may be acquired early in life through i ndoc-
trinati on o.f t he social surroundings," or, the other main 
source of P.rejudice, the needs of the individual person-
ality.16 He have a number of theories, old and new, on 
t he sources and nature of prejudice, and with few excep-
tions a l l are agreed with the basic statement above. 17 
In sp eaking of religion and prejudice, Allport leads 
us to another paradox: "The role of: relie;ion is paradox-
ical. It makes prejudice and it unmakes prejudice. 1118 The 
aut hor gives adequate evidence to support the paradoxical 
statement . But Allport does more than to make the state-
ment and substantiate it. In his The Individual and His. 
Religiop. he gives us s ome very serious thoughts about the 
origin of such a paradox. In speaking of ''re.flective ar-
ticulati on" in the development of religious sentiment he 
15Morton Deutsch and Mary E. Colliugs, Interracial 
Housing (Minneapolis: University of: Minnesota Press, l951), 
p. 132. 
16charles F. Marden, Minorities in American Society 
(New York: American Book Company, l95~, PP• 476-479. 
17For additional in.formation on this subject refer to 
G. w. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice; B. Berry, Race Re-
lations; ArnoldRose and Caroline Rose, America Divided; 
11. Rose, editor, Hace Prejudice and Discrimination; G. E. 
Simpson and J. M.-yroger, Racial and Cultural Minorities. 
18Allport, .2.E,• cit., P• 444. 
says: 
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Now evidence shows that the very subjects who accept 
relig ion unreflective ly and uncritically tend to react 
i n an equa lly unreflective way to their parents, to 
p olitica l i ssues, to social institution. Their senti-
ment s seem uniformly immature. They are found usually 
to h a v e many repressed conflicts. In them, hostility, 
anx i ety , _ prejudices are detectable by psychological 
methods. Recent i nvestigations for example, have un-
c over ed t h e fact that among people with strong reli-
g i ous s e nti ments race prejudice is often marked. 
Closer ana lysis indicates that relig ious sentiment in 
the se cases is blindly insti tuti o·nal , exclusionist, 
and related to self-centered values. Among people 
with reflective and highly differentiated sentiments, 
r a ce p rejudice is rarely found.19 
He continu e s to point out that belief normally develops in 
three s tates . The first is that of "raw credulity." The 
s econd i s a d isrup tion of the first through doubt. The 
t hird, "ma ture belief ••• grows painfully out of the al-
terna t i n g doubts and affirmations that characterize pro-
ductive t hinking. 1120 The important fact to be noted from 
t hese wor ds t h en is that the person who unconditionally ac-
cep t s the practices and beliefs of segregation and discrim-
ina tion, usua lly does so simply by believing what he has 
been told a nd learned to accept, without any reflective 
thinking . This person then, may be a Christian, but is 
more likely to be more prejudiced than the person who has 
been led to do son e reflective thinking in the matter of 
segregation. 
19Ibid., P• 59• 
20~., P• 122. 
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The l ack of reflective thinking, which we often call 
ignorance, is t herefore another barrier to be overcome. 
Negro writers have pointed out that they have been amazed 
at t h e ignorance of the majority group, and that white 
people h ave been surprised at their own ignorance. This 
ignorance is be st illustrated by this letter written by a 
Negro girl in our nation's capitol: 
I have come to the conclusion that wbite people are 
just unbel i e vably i gnorant about Negroes. All the 
time I was there (the only Negro girl in a White 
11 f r on t office") the other girls would ask me questions 
or d o things that seemed silly to me. First, I remem-
b er, t hey wanted to know about my hair. What did I do 
to it? Did I get a permanent, etc.?--And they weren't 
s a tisfi ed until they had touched it. And then they 
were surprised that it was "so soft." One girl went 
to the b each and came back with a nice dark coat of 
t an. I put my arm beside hers and said, "See all the 
troub le you go to to get your skin the same color as 
mine ? " and one of them piped up, "Janet, can you get 
sunburned? " I said, "Don't you suppose the sun af-
fects your s kin the same way it does mine ? " 
Then one day a group of us were downtown and we all 
got weighed. I took a little time on the scale, and 
on e of them said, "Get off that scale, girl, and let 
me on. " And she pulled my arm to get me off. Then 
she stopped in surprise and said, "Why your arm is 
s oft!" 
After a while, I guess all of us were a little con-
scious of what was happening. One day when three of 
us were riding home from work together, one of the 
girls s a id: "Here's a Catholic, a Jew and a Negro and 
we all like each other. Isn't that terrible!" Ques-
tions became less frequent, and we did more things to-
gether, and we talked about more ordinary thi~gs, the 
many t h ings we really had in common by then.2i 
21National Coll!Dlittee on Segregation in the Nation's 
Capitol, Segregation in Washington (n.p., 1948), PP • ?~-?4. 
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But people do not wish to remain ignorant, when they 
realize that they a.re ignorant to the problems faced by 
Negroes in our nation. The sin is one of indifference. 
It is a s in of omission rather than commission--of omitting 
to find out t h e problems o:f others. In the final analysis, 
however, t h is may be classified as ignorance. 
Fear , Inter marriage, Sex and Guilt 
Even thou gh the fears of the segregationist are un-
grounded , these fears are very real to the person who 
holds them. In some areas of the South the whi tea are out-
numbered and h av e been able to hold power through threats, 
ec onomic or political, and thus the minority is still 
called t h e majority because they hold such power. The very 
f ear t hat the whites have instilled in the Negro is the 
fe ar .from which the whites feel they will have to flee if 
the Negro gains power. It is not unusual for an outsider 
to charscterize such a region of the nation by the word 
"fear." 
Intermarriage has been overemphasized to the extent 
that it ha s become a concrete fear in the minds of many 
people. There are indications, however, that there need 
not be this great alarm. Rev. Adam Clayton Powell, min-
ister of a large church in Harlem, who marries as many as 
one hundred couples a year, has had only tour interracial 
marriages in his twenty-seven years aa minister to that 
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congregation. 22 Intermarriage rates in New York, Boston, 
a nd Los An geles in which Negroes participate appear to be 
declining . The rate has never been over five per cent. 23 
In s p ite of t~e fact that statistics prove that ~e-
groes genera lly marry within their own race, the "bar 
agai n s t inte rmarriage and sexual intercourse involving 
whi t e women" r anks highest in the order of discriminations 
i n t h e South . 24 
Th e ban on sex relations between regro men and white 
women has t h e highest p l a ce in the white man's rank 
orde r of socia l segregation and discriminations. 
Thi s g i ves a central position to the concern for "race 
p u r ity ," s ince t he offspring of such unions are chil-
dren of Ne gro "blood" obviously born to white women, 
a nd t h e re is d a nger that they may be accepted as mem-
bers of the white "race." There is no danger in sex 
rela t i ons b e twe en white men and Negro women, since the 
c h i ldre n s tay wi t h the mother and paternity cannot be 
pr oved. That i s , it cannot be proved if there is no 
f orma l marriage. Thus, intermarriage--which in the 
Sou t h i s consi dered to be the same as extramarital re-
lations b e twe en a Hegro man and a white woman--is the 
s tron gest of all taboos.25 
Johnson gives evidence that the extramarital relations 
are still p r a cticed in the South. He cites cases where 
white men h ave a second wife who is Negro. In some in-
stances the second wife may have a Negro husband, but the 
22J. M. Dabbs, The Southern Heritage (New York: ilfred 
A. Knopf, 1958), P• 91. 
23s1mpson and Yinger, ~- cit., P• 495. 
24Gunnar .Myrdal, An American Dilemma ( New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1944), p-.-80. 
25Rose and Rose, .2.E.• ill•, PP• 155-156. 
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latt er is unable to do anything about it. This occurs in 
rural area s of the deep South. 26 
Th ere a re a number of theories that have arisen from 
the a rea o:f s ex and intermarriag e related to preJudice. 2? 
The classi c exa mp le is that of Lillian Smith in her book 
Killers 0£ th~ Dream. She leans heavily on the theory that 
sexual exp loitation of the Negro woman by the white man ex-
p lains much or the Southern white man's fear of the Negro • 
.Jhat a stra nge ugly trap the white race has made for 
itself! Because these slave holders were "Christians," 
t hey felt compe lled to justify the holding of slaves 
by denying these slaves a soul, and denying them a 
pla ce in the human family. Because they were puritan, 
they s ucceeded in developing a frigidity in their 
wh ite women tha t precluded the possibility of mutual 
s a tisfaction. Lonely and baffled and frustrated by 
t he s t &te of affairs, they had settled in their own 
h omes and hearts, they could not resist the vigor and 
gaiety of the se slaves. And succumbing to desire, 
they mated these dark women whom they had de-humanized 
i n t heir minds, and fathered by them children, who, 
according to their race philosophy, were "without 
s ouls 11 --a strange exotic new kind of creature, whom 
t h ey made slaves of and sometimes sold on the auction 
block . • • • 
The race-sex-sin spiral had begun. The more trails 
the white man made to the back-yard cabins, the 
higher he raised his white wife on her pedestal when 
he returned to the big house. · ••• Guilt, shame, 
fear, lust spiralled each other. Then a time came, 
though it was decades later, when man's suspicion of 
white woman began to pull the spiral higher and 
higher. It was of course inevitable for him to sus-
pect her of the sins he had committed so pleasantly 
and often ••• in jealous panic began to project his 
own sins on to the Negro male. And when he did that, 
26 Johnson,~• ill•, PP• 147ff. 
27Rose and Rose,~• cit., PP• 290ft. 
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a madn e s s seized our people. 28 
To support Lillian Smith's observations, a Southern psy-
chiatrist s ays: 
\-le know t hat sex outside of marriage, particularly in 
t h e puritanica l religious environment, created feel-
i ngs of guilt. And to tha t was added the guilt, in 
many cases, of knowing that the white man's atten-
tions had been to some extent .forced on the N·egro 
woman. Add to that the guilt stemming .from contact 
with a being believed to be something less than human, 
and you have a power.ful dose of it.2\j 
I t i s no v1onder, t hen, tha t Lillian Smith says in speaking 
of t he Ku Kl ux Kl an tha t its activitie s are "a complete 
acting out of t he white man's internal guilt and his hatred 
of color ed man and white woman."30 Some have even suggested 
t hat t he bed s heets and pillow cases o.f the Klan are uncon-
scious symbols of the very problem. 31 
Again we must admit that the subject of intermarriage 
is not a r a tiona l one. Intermarriage would mean the aboli-
tion of prejudice and t herefore it is so strongly fought. 
The rea soning seems to be that unless all forms of 
discrimina tion are maintained, intermarriage will re-
sult. The same argument was used to defend slavery. 
Nearly a hundred years ago Abraham Lincoln was forced 
to protes t a gainst "that counterfeit logic which pre-
sume s that, if I do not want a Negro woman for slave, 
28Lillian Smith, Killers of the Dream (New York: w. w. 
Norton and Co., 1949), pp. 116-11/e 
29william Peters, "The Story Nobody Tells You," 
McCalls, September, 1958, P• 124. 
30smith, £2• ill•• P• 118. 
31i>eters, .2R.• ill•• P• 124. 
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I do necessarily want her for a wife." 
The purpose of this argument by the segregationist is to 
confuse t he opponent.32 
Education 
The wisdom of the legal enactment to break down the 
"separa t e but equal" legal standing in the .field or public 
educa t i on , r a t her than attacking segregation in the field 
of economics , DOlitical, social, and/or religion, cannot be 
overemphasized. The problem of the vicious circle, of 
which Myr d a l speaks, had to be broken.33 The most prac-
tica l way to break t his circle was to desegregate in an 
are a where the Negro could be improved, then after improv-
ing the standards of the Negro in this area, expect the 
force of desegregation to carry over into other fields. 
The field of education· af.forded such an opportunity .for 
making it legally and socially possible with few violent 
reactions. 
With the enactment of the Supreme Court decision of 
May 17, 1954, the Christian denominations were challenged. 
Practically all positive Christian denominational state-
ments have come since that time. As integration moves 
more rapidly in other institutions, the challenge for the 
32 Allport, .2J2• ill•• P• 377. 
33t1yrdal, ~• ill•t PP• 75.-78. 
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Christian churches, both white and Degro, is going to be-
come still gre a ter.34 
The process of education of the American public to 
t he idea of integration had begun before the Supreme Court 
decis ion. The integration that had taken place in the 
Armed Force s of our nati on has had untold effect upon the 
processe s of i ntegrati on in areas other than the military.35 
Integr ation h a d b e en successful in industry and housing 
without adverse effects. The inequality of voting rights, 
especially in densely Negro populated areas, had been de-
nounced b y many even before the Supreme Court decision. 
Barriers t o Ne gro education antedate the Civil War in 
both t he North and the South. The South had, and has, 
greater problems in this area because public education for 
all was a development in the North, whereas the South held 
t na t education was private responsibili.ty and thus for the 
elite a nd aristocratic who could afford such education.~6 
The half -hearted attempts of the South to educate Negroes 
have been exposed.37 The plight of the Negro in education 
34J. Oscar Lee, "Status of Racial Integration in Re-
ligious I nstitutions," Journal .2f. Negro Education, Summer, 
1954, P• 234. 
35 Peters, .212• cit., p. 124. 
The 
36clement Eaton, A History of the South (New York: 
Macmillan Company,·-1957), P• -,o-;-
37ttyrdal, ~- cit., pp. 879ff. See also Maurice 
Davie, Negroes In American Society (New York: McGraw Rill 
Book Co., Inc.,'-!'949), P• 139. 
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is now quite widely known. 
!•Jee;.ro schools t hroughout the South suf.fer in compar-
ison with \oJhi te schools in terms o.f physical plant, 
students per classroom, and quality and quantity of 
p edagogic a l equipment. Negro teachers are paid less 
t han whi t e teachers, and there is considerable dis-
parity be tween the amount of money spent on Negro 
pupils a nd on white pupils. Discrimination on the 
basis of race in the apportionment of educational 
f'unds has been most glaring in the appropriation of 
sta te funds for the assistance to land-grant co11·eges. 
• •• In graduate and professional schools, strict 
discriminatory policies are followed t hroughout the 
na tion.38 
La\'1S which affected public education were also applied to 
priva t e (of ten religious) institutions of learning also. 39 
The Supreme Court deci sion has not, to say the least, 
solved. all the problems in the area of education. The Deep 
South Sa;>:s 11 :Never" by J. B. Hartin, and liodding Carter's 
The South Strikes Back both indicate the organized and ef-
fective resist ance to the Supreme Court decision in the 
deep South. 3 ome states have tried to avert integration 
in the schools through legal enactments,·willing even to 
abandon t heir public school systems rather than desegre-
~ate. Segregation in public schools can easily be accom-
plished in most American communities "without legal pro-
visions simply by virtue 0£ the prevalence of residential 
segregation and exercise 0£ zoning powers on the local 
38wagley and Harris,~• ill·• PP• 141-142~ 
39Johnson, .2R• ill•• P• 12. 
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More optimistic is the noticeably increasing gap be-
tween the parents and children on the subject of race rela-
tions. 
At the University of Virginia, polls of students over 
a period of nine years has shown larger and larger 
ma j orities favoring the admittance of I egroes to the 
Uni versity 's professional and graduate schools. In 
dozens of other Southern colleges sio ilar polls heve 
brought similar results.41 · 
The r e cent , and most helpful, study of Melvin Tu.min 
cannot be omitted here. In his study of the factors which 
influence a ttitudes, he concludes that there are £our f ac-
tors ,,hich need emphasis in the study of attitudes. They 
are: educ a tion, occupation, exposure to mass cedia and in-
come. 4-2 In his c:.:iapter entitled "Education and Attitudes: 
Ct her .?actors Constant," he draws these conclusions s 
1. A n umber of factors, principally, equ.cation, occupa-
tion , inc ome, and exposure to mass media exert a 
p ositive influence on the development of ravorable 
a ttitudes to·.-;ard ;cegroes a.nd School I-esegregation. 
2. ~one of these by itself is as strong in its influ-
enc e as when it is supported by at least one 0th.er. 
3. The effect of a high level of any one of the fac-
tors can be virtually eliminated if it 1s found in 
association with a low level of s..ny other. 
4. The strongest single ractor is college level educa-
tion. I ts effects tend to persist even under ad-
verse circUJ11stances. 
5. College education may theref~re be said to be 
40wa gley _and Harris,~• cit., P• 141. 
4L ?eter, ~• cit., P• 121. 
4 ~ ielvin Tum.in, Desegrefatiou (?rinceton, Je~ Jersey: 
Princeton University Press,958), P• 80. 
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e;eneraJ.ly required but by itsel.f not sufficient 4~ to produce f o.vorable attitudes toward the ilegro. ✓ 
A fertile fie l d f or needed scienti.fic s t udy today is 
the eff ect of mass media--p ress, r adio, television and mo-
tion pictures , on educa tion. Even though education is us-
ua lly i nc ide n t al, with enterta inment being the primary ob-
j ecti v e , the f orce o.f education through such mass media is 
becomin g more i mportant. 44 White notes t hat a number of 
his c l ose friends in t h e film industry are highly sensitive 
to t he d amage d one by r adica l s tereotypes and that the year 
1948 marked a s har p change from the previous treatment of 
s tereotypes by the major film companies.4 5 Tum.in concludes 
his s t udy o.f mass media: 
We had conti nuously verified for us the previous con-
tention tha t t he combination of high status, high in-
come , high educa tion, and high exposure are powerful 
in t heir inf luence in readiness for desegregation and 
in t he development of a more favorable image of the 
Ne gro. Any two of these factors together yield our 
expected findings more readily and more clearly than 
any one factor alone.46 
Needless to say , integra tion in education, formal and 
informal, is going to demand our attention during the com-
ing months and years. The study of desegrega tion in 
43- b'd J. l. • 
44
Cole and Cole,~• .lli•• P• 230. 
4 5walter 1Jhite, How Far the Promised Land ( Ne w Yorks 
Viking Press, 1956), ~100:- -
46Tumin, .2.E• cit., p. 126. 
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education is one of the most optimistic and encouraging 
aspects in the entire subject of racial integration. 
Legal and P olitical Factors 
The second most widely used and most effective way 
for the caste system, in addition to withholding education, 
is tha t of withholding political power and the power of the 
ballot. 47 But this, too, is an area which points to opti-
mistic advances and will demand our attention in the future. 
The recent civil rights bill passed by Congress is impor-
tant not only for the fact that it guarantees Negroes ad-
ditiona l vot ing rights, but also because it marks the be-
ginning of the end of the fast declining power of the 
Souther n minority in the political structure of our nation. 
The enactment of laws dealing with slavery had and has 
an immense significance for race relations in our country. 
The arguments of troubled Christians concerning slavery 
were answered by the justification that slave holding made 
it easier to teach the African Christianity. This justifi-
cation was translated into law. 48 wn.ere law and human 
reason failed to justify the holding of slaves, slavery 
47Berry, -2£• cit., P• 376. 
48white, SU2.• cit., P• 194. 
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was justified on the grounds of racial inferiority.49 
Concept s of the social institutions and racial tradi-
tions develop ed out of the economic and social stratifica-
tion of t he slave economy and these concepts were quite 
adequate for dominant groups until emancipati~n. This 
kind of s oc i al order was enough to keep the Negro "in his 
place " until the time of the Civil war. The first instance 
of t he l aw supporting group sanctions was the prohibition 
of intermarriage in the state of Tennessee in the year 
1822. 50 Le gisla tion to enforce customs really had its be-
ginning durlng the first period of reconstruction, 1865-
1867. During this time laws were enacted to "continue the 
subordina tion of the l egro despite his technical emancipa-
tion. " These laws are often called the Black Codes. There 
were laws to r estrict the Negro in almost all areas of life: 
from selling drugs, regulation of occupational pursuits, 
movement from state to state, stringent vagrancy laws, be-
havior in courts, intermarriage, no equal vote, segregation 
in schools, and in Florida in 1865 a law was passed making 
it a "misdemeanor" :for a person 0£ color to "intrude him-
self into any religious assembly of white persons, or for 
49nr. George Kelsey, "The Ethico-Cultural Revolution 
in American Race Relations," Speech given at the Associa-
tion of Council Secretaries, Williams Bay, Wisconsin, 
June 18, 1956. 
50Johnson, ~• cit., PP• 15?-158. 
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any white p erson to intrude upon the assemblies of colored 
persons. 11 51 
The second state of reconstruction began in 1867 and 
lasted for nine years. Other restrictive legislation was 
passed during this period to "limit the elective ~ranchise 
to the whites" which brought about the enactment of the 
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments.52 
The right of the Negro to vote is an area in which the 
greatest gains have been made over the shortest period of 
time, in spite of the sad history. Negro suffrage had its 
beginning s with emancipation, although the Negro played an 
important part in the legal and political aspects of our 
nation from the very beginning. The slave 1·1as not a ci ti-
zen, t herefore unable to vote, and even the free Negro 
"suffered many disabilities and only in some Northern 
states was he permitted to vote."5~ 
After the Civil War the Democratic party, victorious 
in every Southern state, began to build the 11Solid South." 
The affairs of the freedmen were once agai~ in the 
hands of those whose principal social objective was to 
"put the Negro in his place" and "redeem" the South 
for the white man.54 
5lill£. 
52Berry, -2£• cit., P• 379. 
53Maurice R. Davie, Negroes in American Society (New 
York: !1cGraw Hill Book Co., Inc.,--Y949), P• 135. 
54wagley and Harris,~• ill•• p. 129. 
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New state constitutions were adopted and legislation began 
to define the status and position of the Negro more and 
more specif i c ally . The South tried to circumvent the Con-
stitution and to keep the Negro from using ·the ballot. 
The restriction of the franchise came about by the grand-
father clause (1898), requirement to read and interpret the 
Constitution (1890), the poll tax, and property prerequi-
sites . 55 Most devastating of all, the white primary, which 
kept the egro vote out of the primary in a one party sys-
tem. 56 Th e "Jim Crown •legislation, restricting physical 
and s ocia l contacts between races, developed since 1~90. 
1yrdal p oints out that to understand the Southern il-
legalities we must remember that the actual .trickery, cheat-
ing, and intimidation was carried on by on1y a few and that 
t hese illegal practices had the sanction of tradition.57 
I n recent decades the Negro has begun to play a more 
imp~rtant part in state and national politics. The Negro 
vote is becoming increasingly important. Prior to 1912 no 
seri·ous ef.fort was made to, secure the Negro vote • .58 In 
1948 the Ne gro vote in the presidential election was esti-
mated at 700,000 compared t~ 250,000 in 1940. The struggle 
55 Johnson, .22• ill•• PP• 165-166. 
56wagley and Harris, -2.2• ill•• P• 141. 
5711yrdal, .212• ill•• P• 449. 
58navie, .212• ill•• P• 282. 
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for the right to vote continues yet today. Negroes them-
selves have recognized the importance of the ballot and 
have tried, with greater success in recent years. to have 
greater numbers of the Negro community register and vote. 
I n a recent editorial of the Christian Century the state-
ment i s made t h at, 
t;tiree million Negro voters could participate in the 
~960 national election if the 1.700 Negro mi~isters 
of t he South, following the suggestion of the National 
Association for the Advancement 0£ Colored People, can 
persuade every church member to register.59 
The statement "integr a tion cannot be legislated" is 
of ten made . This sta t ement may have some truth in it, but 
it i s const antly being disproven. If segregation can be 
imposed by l aw, and it has, then it is also true that de-
segregation can be imposed by law. The double standard of 
justice, one for Negro and another for whites, has long 
been recognized. 60 The success of the Civil Ri ghts Commis-
sion established by President Harry s. Truman cannot be 
overlooked. It is the opinion of a Southern lawyer, Charles 
L. Black , Jr., that the arm of the law cannot be used too 
strongly to impose justice in the South. 61 
It seems, then, that the sort approach to desegregation 
5911Assistanoe Requested in Registering Negroes,"~ 
Christian Century, LXXVII (January 13, 1960), 37. 
60 Myrdal,~• cit., P• 551. 
61cole and Cole,~• cit., PP• 233fr. 
thr ows a way our mo s t v a luable a sset--S outhern respect for 
l aw . 
It c onfuse s and we akens relig ious and ethical im-
pu l ses t oward change. It pla ces the man who wants 
pea ce in the camp of the clamp ers-down of the lid. 
The fi rm approa c h , on the other hand, presents the 
resp e c ter of l aw with an unequivocal duty and with a 
concrete me a ns of showing his resp ect.62 
It is t h e opin ion of William T. Gosset , leg al council 
f or the F ord Motor Corporati on, tha t l a w does bring about 
a c h a nge in human conduct, d i s cri mi n ~tion is restra ined, 
and p r ejudices are less ened. At the same t ime, he recog-
ni ze s t h e f a ct t hat law c annot elimina te fear, distrus t, 
ha tred , a n d ins e c uri t y . Re continues, 
l t i s a serious mi s t ake to assume t hat we must make a 
choice b e t we e n law on the one hand and voluntary ac-
tion on the other.63 l!.v idence s h m·1s t hat "th e a tti-
t ude of p rejud ice, or at least the practice of dis-
criminot i on , c a n be s ubstantially reduced by a uthori-
t a tiv e order."64 
We c an be quite certa in tha t legislation is g o i n g to 
have a n e qually grea t p art in the improvement of Negro-
white rel a tions--equa lly as great as it has had in segrega-
tion. 
62cha rles L. Black , Jr., "Paths to Desegregation," 
~ New epublic (n.p., 1957), reprinted by the N. A. A.C. P . 
6 3s p eech given by William T. Gosset at the N.C.C.J. 
Brotherhood Citation dinner, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 
J anu a ry 28 , 1960, PP• 9-11. 
64Arnold M. ilose, Race Pre~udioe and Discrimination 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, l95 ), P• ~. 
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Economic Impl ications 
The following is an analysis of the roles of minor-
ities in the American economy by Simpson and Yingers 
Among the most i mportant indica tions of the status 
and p ower o.f a group is its place in the economic 
struc ture. Nowhere are prejudice and discrimination 
more clearly sho~n than in the barriers to economic 
i mprovemen_t t hat are thrown in the way of minority 
gr oup memb ers . J ob opportunities are important, not 
on ly in the narrow economic sense, but a lso in terms 
of their influence on the whole style of life of in-
dividua l s and on the institutional structure of 
groups . The political influence of a group, its 
family patterns, religious beliefs, educational am-
bitions and a ch ievements, even the possibilities of 
good health and survival cannot be understood until 
the p l a c e of that group in the total economy is stud-
ied . The rela tionship is, of course, reciprocal: 
polit ica l , familial, r eligious, and other institu- 65 tional patterns also affect the economic situation. 
The i nterrel a tion s between the factors treated in this 
chapter and t h ose to be treated must be emphasized. 
The p essimistic tone of Myrdal's chapters on the sub-
ject of economics can be easily understood after making a 
rapid survey of the advances of the Negro in the nation's 
economy bef ore the second World War. The Negro wage earner 
has had a great deal of competition--competition with the 
white wage earner who had almost all of the advantages on 
his side. During the early years of the twentieth century 
the plight of the Negro in economics seemed to be getting 
worse instead of better. By 1929 the color line had 
65simpson and Yingor, ~• ill·, P• 352. 
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become entrenched in employment. "The whole economic, 
poli t ica l and s ocial structure of the South dictated and 
supported 11 thi s color line. 66 The f act tha t most Negroes 
wer e agricultural ,-,orkors , dependent upon the agricul tu.ral 
economy of t he South did not help. The social stigma of 
slav ery was still carried wi th him no matter where he went. 
He wa s expected t o l abor for less. 
During Wor ld \ar I the Negro popula tion betSan to move 
t o t h e i ndustrial ized North. At the same time, the South 
became more indu s trialized and the Negro workers were em-
ployed i n the expanding industrialization of the nation. 
But the depression caus ed the loss of almost all the Negro 
had Gai ned in emp loyment. 67 Those losses in employment 
were n ot f ul ly regained until the second World \Jar. 
~ith t h e depression came the organized labor movements. 
The failure 0£ the American Federation of Labor to organize 
semi-skilled a nd unskilled workers led to the establishment 
of the Congre s s of Industrial Organizations. The latter 
employed large numbers of Negroes, having an anti-discrim-
ination policy from the beginning . With the exception 
noted above , a nd a few other exceptions, the Negro has had 
little r eason to trust the unions to improve his condition. 68 
66itose, .212.• ill•• PP• 118-119. 
67s1mpson and Yinger, ~• cit., P• ,62. 
68n i it 128. ave, .Q.E• £._ 0 , P• 
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In sp eaki ng of l abor unions , White concludes: 
I t t ook s even decades for the labor movement to shake 
off its pr ejudices and to realize as long as :Negro 
l abor was denied its rights, uhite labor could never 
b e fre e o But the past two decades have seen greater 
grov,th a nd progress by labor unions on the rights of 
minoritie§ than has any earlier period in .American 
h i s tory . 6~ 
Myr dal f e ared that the advances made in Negro employ-
ment during the early years of World War II would not con-
tinue . Hi s f ears were not well grounded, for the propor-
tion of Negroes i n industry was about the same in 1947 as 
it wa s duri ng the war . Employment in the skilled crafts 
und i n posi tions as f oreman seem to have declined, however.70 
Favorable legisl ati on and the establishment of the Fair Em-
ployment Pr a c t ices Commission secured the gains which had 
been ade . 71 
- i. r ap i d c omparison of medial income for Negroes and 
i-;h ites in the y ear 1945 shows the income of the former to 
be l ower t h an the whites in every region of the na tion. 
The median income p er white family wa s $2,718 and for t he 
Negro f amily ~1 , 602.72 
Proportionately , t he number of Negroes employed in 
agr i culture, domest ic, and personal services, and unsk illed 
69white, .2£• cit., P• 193. 
70.Narden, -2£• ill•• P• 298. 
71cole and Cole, .2R• £!_1., PP• 234ff. 
72navie, ~• cit., P• 108. 
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employment i s still much higher tha n the white popula-
tion.73 But the recent Negro migrations to the North has 
i ncreased t he occupational differentiation among Negroes. 
The process [ of oc·cupa tiona l di.f ferentia tionJ con-
tinued until a t present in the North Negroes are found 
i n most o.f t h e occupations. Even in the South where 
t he pr ocess ha s been much slower, because of the lack 
of politic a l po\-.rer and employment opportunities, edu-
cation has provided the Negro with knowledge and 
skills to serve the Negro communities.74 
As a r esult , Frazi er notes, the interests of the Negro are 
coming c l oser t o t hose of the v1hi te community and there is 
more interaction. 
In industry today the cry is, "I t's good business to 
hi re the best qualified ~egardless of race, creed or color. 11 
Segregation has proven to be costly. 
Di s crimi nation is an expensive indulgence of the Amer-
ican peop l e . Its economic, psychological and moral 
cos t s are staggering . From the inception of indus-
tri a l capita lism it has been an integral part of the 
American economy and has added unnecessary burdens to 
production.75 
Thus industrialization has had a salient effect upon the 
Negr o and his ability to improve his condition, but just a s 
important, industry h a s taught the American ?ublic that in-
tegr a tion oan be accomplished successfully. One of the 
critics of the segrega ted society in the South, Harry 
73Ibid. 
74E. Fr anklin Frazier, The : 9,ro in the United State s (New York: Macmillan Oompany-;-I9 , p;-6-gr. 
75cole and Colt; , .2R• oit., P• 82 . 
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Ashmore , l>.&c SJuid 1 
Do-u.thern leadere who ace working, with marked suc-
cocn , t o industriol l zo t he region, are undermining 
the oyotem of eegregation so many of them so pasa1on-
ot l y d efe nd .76 
Bucc oso.ful :lntegrati on experiences have ta.ken place 
in quite a number of industries. Labor loaders are speak-
i ng mo_ e p ointedl y against disci•imination in em;iloyment. 
l he strife in Little nock, ArkQnsas, has caused businesses 
and indu s trie s to m,ove .from that city.?? The success or 
t ho . ;;e o boycotts, withholding patronage from segregated 
i nstitutions whatever th0y may be, points up tbe f'oct that 
t he 0oonomic ability of the liegro is becoming an important 
f a c t or in t h e non-violont battle for equnlity.78 All these 
roe nt i i c a tions show the increasingly favorable attitude 
or t he e c onom.ic system of our na tion. ''Urbanization and 
indu~Ytria l ization have contributed immeasureably to the 
f;raduo.l disintogr~ticn of certain features of prevailing 
cueto~. "79 The c h nges in industry end continued urbaniza-
tion will ·1a.ve its of'.tect upon the churches. liter the 
Supr eme Court decision of 1954-, and even before that ti.me, 
76nabbs, .21!• ill•• P • i 32. 
77T. H. Kheel, "Galns ot Democratic tmployment," Ia! 
New~ I!l!!!..!• January 17, 1960, Dection 10, P• ?. 
78.L •• h.eddiok, Crusader Without Violence (New Yerka 
Harper and Brothers, 1959), P• 132. 
?9Johnson, .22• . 0it., P• 319. 
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far-sighted denominations spoke out for increased employ-
ment opportunities for minorities in our nation.80 Need-
less to s ny, t hese pronouncements usually occurred after 
advances in employment had been made. There is adequate 
reason to believe tha t continued industrial and economic 
advancement shall have its effect upon the Church and in-
tegration wi thin the Church. 
Housing 
Considering all aspects of Negro-white relations and 
comparing t he South with the North, there are few areas in 
whi ch the South may boaet to be as good as the North. 
Neither t h e North nor the South is able to boa:st about 
housing for minority groups, and generally speaking, the 
North ha s been a s neglectful as the South in housing. In 
the South Negroes lived behind the white man's houses. 
Southerners have had other effective ways of enforcing sep-
aration, but the North has had to maintain separation 
through residential segregation. It may be "less inten-
tional" t han the Southern ki.nd of segregation; nevertheless, 
it does exist. 81 
As early as 1917, in Kentucky, residential segregation 
was declared illegal. Segregation in housing has taken 
8011 Employment and the Church," Interracial News Serv-
XXVIII (January-February, 1957), passim.. 
81Rose and Rose, .2R.• cit., P• 160. 
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many f orms sinc e thut time. Negroes must pay higher rent, 
they are restricted from buying property by being unable 
to secure l oans, and if loans are available, restrictive 
covenant s of ten become the barrier. Prior to 1948 restric-
tive covenants could be enforced by law, but in that year 
the Supreme Court declared such private agreements uncon-
stitut iona l.82 Loans have been more accessible since the 
new policies of the Federal Housing Authority have been in 
effect s ince 1949 . 83 
In spi t e o.f t he positive legal governmental enactments 
and support it is still true that housing has been a field 
i n which little progress has been made.84 
Very i mportant to the study of housing are the works 
of Charles Abrams, Forbidden Neighbors, and the careful 
study of Morton Deutsch and M. E. Collins, Interracial 
Hous ing o An i mportant emphasis to be noted from Abrams' 
work is that when a community becomes enlightened to the 
real meaning or the actual situation of segregation in 
housing , that community will react to solve the problem.85 
The study or Deutsch and Collins involves many psychological 
82simpson and Yinger, ~• cit., P• 444. 
8-'Ibid. 
8411 ••• love ••• in deed and truth,n Interracial 
~ Service, XXXI (January-February, 1960), passim. 
85charles Abrams, Forbidden Neighbors (New York, 
Harper and Brothers, 1955), P• 220. 
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factors. I t i s thei r contention that favorable r acial at-
titudes are more greatly affected by the experiences of 
living in a bi-racial housing unit than by such factors as 
education, religion, or political attitudes.86 
Frazier malces the inevitable comparison between in-
ferior h ousing a n d inferior health standards. In urban 
area s t he housing available to Negroes is inferior to 
whites i n all statistics. The delapidated houses in rural 
areas, e specially in the South, have the same consequences 
upon hea l t h as t he crowded slums of the North, although 
the d ise a se may take on different forms. 8? 
Some res earchers in the problems of integration con-
cluded t ha.t s egrega ted housing has been the strongest de-
t err ent to an integrated society. There is little doubt 
tha t segr egated residential housing of minority groups has 
helped to make segregated churches. 88 In a study of Prot-
est ant c hurches of Cleveland, Ohio, this conclusion was 
drawn: 
As long as housing segregation exists, it will be dif'-
ricult for some churches to become truly inclusive 
and, therefore, all churches need to work more 
86 
Deutsch and Collins, .21!,• ill•, P• 8?. 
87Frazier, ~• ill•, PP• 582-58,. 
88Liston Pope, The Kin~om Beyond Caste (New York: 
Friendship Press, 19ffl, P• 19. 
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energetically to end such discrimination.89 
This s ame study encourages the breakdown of segregated 
housing b y encouraging members to sign covenants of open 
occupancy , to sell only under such conditions, encouraging 
investment firms to make loans regardless of raee.90 
89 11How Racia lly Inclusive Are Cleveland Area Churches?" 
(Cleveland , Ohio: Social Welfare Department, Cleveland 




It i s t h e purpose of this chapter to examine the re-
ligious i mplications in segregation and integration. There 
are five major areas which will be treated: the Bible as 
authori t y, church polity, policies and the roles of the 
majori t y and minority .ministry. Again, it must be empha-
sized t hat t h ere is a constant interaction between the fac-
tors s t udied in the previous chapter and those directly re-
l ated to religion. A growing concern today in the studies 
of sociology of religion is how much does society influ-
ence t he Church and how much has the Church influenced so-
ciety. The i mportant fact to be recognized is that society 
has i nfluenced the Church in almost every major aspect of 
religion. 1 
The Bible as Authority 
I t ha s been said tha t the Bible is used to support 
anything and everything. That the Bible has been used and 
is being used to support integration and at the same time 
1Thoma s lioult, SocioloH of Religion (New Yorks Dryden 
Press, 1958). H. Richard Nebulir, Social Sources of De-
nominationalism (New York: Meridian Press, l956). - -
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to support segregation is without question. 2 For an ex-
treme us e or the Bible in support 0£ segregation, the pro-
nouncements of the Dutch Reformed Church in South Africa 
afford a n excellent example. In speaking 0£ the policies 
of t h i s denomination regarding racial segregation, Dr. 
Homer A . J ac k s ays, "'l'he printed summary indicated a clear 
endors ement of s ocial, industrial, and territorial apar-
t he id , aud for Biblica l reasons."3 The statement was so 
s t r ong t hat even Dr. Daniel F. Malan, ex-Prime Minister, 
criticized it. But this should not surprise us, for in the 
history of our na tion, the Bible was used to support slav-
ery. Osc ar Handlin in his Race and Nationality in American 
f.lli relates t hat the topic of slavery was openly discussed 
until t he ye ar 184-0. Then, because of the Abolition Move-
ment, t he p romoters of the institution of slavery began to 
use the Cons ti tut ion and the Bi'ble to prove their position. 
The ma jority of Southern whites could describe the 
blacks as the descendants of Cain or of Canaan, or of 
Ham; but they could not escape the Christian doctrine 
of a single ultimate progenitor• created in the image 
o.f God. 4 
The reasons for the separate racial churches in the South 
2Everett Tilson, Segregation and the Bible (New Yorka 
Abingdon Press, 1958), PP• 15-17. - -
3Homer A. Jack, "Under the Southern Cross,"~ Chris-
~ Century, LXIX (October 8, 1952) 1 1158. 
4oscar Handlin, Race and Nationality in American Lile 
(Boston: Atlantic Montli!y Pries, 1957), p.42. 
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were to make an opening wedge to social equality impossible. 
I t is explained in other instances that the Bible in-
s ists upon racial integrity. In ?-ioses' time, accord-
i .ng to one informant, this was a principle ot both the 
l a,,m and t he religion, and it was a cardinal sin to 
associate with other tribes. "Christianity," one 
zealous l y religious woman declared, "sometimes puts a 
stra in on our southern way o:f life. GQd knows the 
darlDJ ha s his p l ace and we have ours."~ 
I t i s out of t h i s history of the Bible being used in sup-
port of s l a v ery a nd segregation after emancipation, that 
the Bi blic a l support of segregation today flows. 
I n a recor d ed interview with Hev. Pat Murphy of the 
Hi ghl and Mi s sionary Baptist Church, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 
t he question was asked whether in his study he had found 
,-;here , when and how the Biblical sanctions of segregation 
were first used . His response indicated that this would be 
unneces s ary f or "the Biblical principles never change. 116 
In a study made of the Little Rook• Arkansas, ministers 
at the time of the school desegregation conflict it was 
found that the twenty-four Baptist ministers who led the 
pro-segregation group had strict fundamentalist orienta-
tions.7 L. K. Northwood points out that there is a limited 
5charles s. Johnson, Patterns 0£ Negro Se~e~ation 
(New York: Harper and Brotliera, l94JY, PP• 195:9 • 
6Tape-reoorded interview with Rev. Pat Murphy, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Ootober 26, 1959. 
7Ernest Q. Campbell and Thomas F. Pettigrew, Chris-
tians in Racial Crisis (Waslu.ngton, D.C.c Public Allaire 
Presa,--r959), P• 64. 
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correla tion between the "modernist" and desegregation and 
the "1'undament e.list" and segregation.8 when we look at 
some denomi n a tions t he correlation seems to be present; 
houevcr, i t d oes not hold true in all instances. It is a 
"limited 11 c orr e l a tion. Other important variables which 
mus t be consi dered in t his connection are those of the 
polity of t h e den omination and the denominational position 
on the doct rine of the Church. 
The unders t anding of racial separation in the Old 
Testamen t s e ems to be the basis of segregationist convic-
tion . Rev . Murphy was asked the question: "You believe 
t hat d esegregation is contrary to the will of God?" To it 
he responded , "Yes, I do." He had stated his Biblical ba-
sis earlier b y s a ying: 
I t has a l ways been debatable where the Negroid race 
had i ts or i gin, but I've always thought that in the 
Book of Genesis, in the story of the three sons of 
Noah, and whatever the curse .was, there has come down 
t hrough the years the black man. And the statement 
was made in Scripture, "servant of servants shall he 
be." When Abraham picked out a wif'e :tor Isaac he was 
careful to select the one that he should marry. And 
t here is discrimination ••• but in the Book of Acts 
t here is another statement that God has set the 
".bounds" of their habitations and there ce·rtainly has, 
down through the years, come a great difference in 
the nations of the world •••• Unless the white man 
had gone or some others had helped them out, why wllat 
a state of backwardness they had been in through the 
years!9 
8La.wrence K. Northwood, "Ecological and Attitudinal 
Factors in Church Desegregation," Social. Problems, VI 
(Fall, 1958), 155-156. 
9Tape-recorded interview with Rev. Pat Murphy, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, October 26, 1959. 
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Later Hev. Murphy spoke of the harmi'ul e.t.tect o.r race mix-
ing and mongreli zation. According to E. Tilson there is 
one other ma jor argument, ba sed on the Bible, which has not 
been mentioned h ere and that is the i ncident of the Tower 
of Babel.lo 
I n s peaki ng of i nter-group conf licts Arnold and 
Carol i ne Ros e point out that one form is religious ten-
sions , t he mos t ancient of the three types they mention. 
Religiou s ha tred between groups is based upon belie.ta 
t ha t those who are of a religion different from one's 
own are guilty of sin, blasphemy, heresy, atheism, or 
d i abolism. They are believed to reject God and to be 
agents of t he devil. To persecute them is to do serv-
ice f or t h e Lord. Religious bigotry in this way ap-
pears t o have been the major source of intergroup con-
f lict and persecution of minority groups in ancient 
and medieva l times. It exists in contemporary Amer-
ica ••• it no longer exists in its pure form, but 
ea sily becomes ·c ontaminated with the third type of 
i nt er group opposition, racism.11 
It is possible for this sort o.r "narrow-mindedness" to be 
based on Scripture; however, this narrow approach cannot be 
maintained unless society influences the person more than 
Scripture--unless the person wants to find Biblical grounds 
for his pre-conceived ideologiea. 
The New Testament offers slight com.tort to those who 
approach it in search of a doctrine of brotherhood 
with which to shore up the cause of segregation. It 
provides much more comfort for the advocates of the 
lOTilson, ~• ill•• PP• 27-28. 
11Arnold Rose and Caroline Rose, America Divided (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949), P• 22. 
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elimination of every sort of invidious discrimina-
tion. 12 
The p osition of t he desegregationists is very well 
stat ed by Li s t on Pope. He explains three dangers in an 
effort to understand the Biblical teaching about racei 
(1) t ha t of the selective misuse of the Bible to support a 
preconcei ved t heory about race; (2) that 0£ regarding Is-
r ael "as a r acia l group in the modern sense of the term1" 
(3) "to assume t hat the mess age of the Bible is irrelevant 
to t he modern situation because it does not address itself 
directly t o questions of race as currently oonceived."1' 
Al thou6h it i s implied in the statements above, it must be 
emphasized t hat the rules of hermeneutics become very im-
por t ant when s eeking what Scripture has to say about segre-
gat i on and i ntegr ation. Most important of all, the purpose 
of Scrip ture must be kept in mind, "to make us wise unto 
salvation through faith which is in Jesus Christ."14 When 
the "ra tionality" of Scripture is devoid of Christ the ra-
tionality i s no longer Biblical. 
Very often the appeal tor better racial understanding 
in Protestant churches is based on purely humanistic rea-
sons: "it is the only democratic thing to do." The 
12 Tilson,~• cit., P• 68. 
13Liston Pope, The Kingdom Be~ond Caste (New Yorks 
Friendship Press, 19m, PP• l4.5-l~. 
142 Timothy 3:15. 
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difference be t ween these denominations and the "Bible-
based" fundamental i st denominations is immediately recog-
nizable . I t is here tha t t he Evangelical Lutheran churches 
have a p os ition which is not equaled in many other denomi-
nat i ons .15 
The vast difference between the position of segrega-
t ioni sts 16 and t he position of Dr. Martin Luther King , 
Jr .,17 bec omes i mmediately apparent to the objective or 
subj ec t i ve obs er ver. I t is not difficult to recognize 
t hat t h e appea l of t he former has been influenced by many 
f actor s oth er t han the Bible, whereas the appeal of the 
l atter i s Bi blica lly substantiated. 
I n t heor y , a t least, the Biblical support of the para-
dox i s b eing e liminated. This is shown by the many posi-
t i ve ( and of ten Biblically ba sed) articles and editorials 
in~ Christian Century and Christianity Today, both 
-·--- ---
15Alf M. Kraabel, "Grace and Race in the Lutheran 
Church" ( Chicago, Illinois: National Lutheran Council, 
1957); william J. Danker, "Integration--Guidelines for 
Study," The Lutheran Witness, LXXIX (March 22, 1960), 1351 
Lutheran Hwnan Relations Association of America, "Proceed-
ings of the Valparaiso University Institute on Human Rela-
tions" ( Valparaiso, Indiana: Valparaiso University, 1950-
1959); Harold Floreen, "The Lutheran Approach to Minority 
Groups, " Augustana Seminary Review, V (Third Quarter, 
1953). 
16The Missionary Baptist Searchlight, XXII (July 10, 
1959), passim. 
17Martin Luther King, Jr., Stride Toward Freedom (New 
York: Harper and Brothers, 1958), PP• 102-107. 
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non-denomina tional Protestant magazines with wide distribu-
tion. The mos t pr ev~lent view in Protestantism today is 
summari zed in 1!f!: 
The first conclusion on which I think we have reached 
agr e ement , i s t hat whatever argument may be advanced 
f or enforced segregation because of race, there is not 
Bi b l i c a l s uppor t e ither in the Old Testament or the 
New Tes t ament f or that position. ; •• The second re-
l ated .fa c t seems to have emerged. namely that the re-
ligiou s me ssa ge of the Old Testament and even more em-
pha t i c ally t hat of the New Testament enjoins all Chris-
tians to pr a ctice in their relationships a Gospel of 
Love regar dless of race.l8 
I t i s i n t eresting to note that the Bible seems to have 
caused divi sion ev en in the White Citizens Council organ-
i zation . Sena tor Sam ~'nglehardt, organizational head of 
t he /hi t e Ci tizens Council in I-lacon County, Alabama, and-
Ace Carter , Whi te Citizens Council leader from Birmingham, 
could not a gr e e for various reasons, but one reason was: 
Zn gl ehardt accused Carter of anti-Semitism because to 
join Cart er' s Councils one had to believe in the divin-
ity of Jesus Christ. "We can't fight everybody," 
~'nglehardt s a id. Carter said belief in Christ's di-
vinity is still a condition o! membership, not to ex-
clude Jews but i1because we believe that this is bas-
ical ly a battle between Cn..ristianity and atheistic 
c ommunism •••• 1119 
Church Polity and the Doctrine of the Church 
In order better to understand the position of the 
1811A Round Table Has Debate on Christian's Moral Duty," 
Life, September 24, 1956, P• 162. 
l9John B. Martin, The j••P South Says "Never" (New 
York: Ballatine Books, I'9"57, P• 108. 
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Protestant Church on this subject it will be helpful to 
contrast t he gener a l Protestant teaching of the doctrine 
of t he Church with tha t of the .Homan Catholic Church, out 
of \vhich Pr otest antism has grown, and some implications ot 
these p os itions. The position in doctrine a£fects the or-
ganization of Protestant and Roman Catholic Churches. 
This , in t urn , affects t he p osition and policies of the 
denomina tion with regard to the subject of segregation. 
The primary interest is the source of authority in 
the doct r ine of t h e Church. The Roman Church has left 
l ittl e doubt on thi s matter. 
\./ithout doubt Chris t could hav e given His Church a 
democra tic form of government. We are not interested, 
ho ·ever , in what He could have done, but in what He 
actua lly did . As Ca tholics we are convinced that 
Chr ist establish ed His Church on a monarch ~lith St. 
Peter a s its first supreme ruler.20 
The Catholic Encyclopedia points out that the power has 
co~e from above and not from below. The pope and the bish-
ops, as successors of Christ, exercise their power from the 
Shepherd and not from the sheep.21 On the basis of Matthew 
28:18-20 Chri s t i ntended 
to prolong the exercise of His prophetic kingship and 
His priesthood by means of His disciples. It is 
Christ Himself endowed with all authority who will 
20Joseph H. Cavanaugh, ~'vidence of Our Faith (Notre 
Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, l9m, P• 236. 
21"Church," Catholic Encyclopedia, edited by Charles 
G. Ilerbermann, et al. (New York: The Bilmary Society, 
191~), III, 754-. 
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henceforth teach by means of His disciples and who 
will b aptize by means of them.22 
With t his p ower to teach and baptize comes the power 
of jurisdicti~n. 23 There are three elements which consti-
tute jur i sdiction : legisla tive power, judicial power and 
coercive p ower. 24 Specifically then, the authority and 
power of t h e Catholic Church is to "teach, to sanctify and 
to t overn the f a i th.1'ul in spiritual matters."25 This au-
thority i s give n to a bishop in his dioceses as well as to 
the pope i n the e ntire church. 26 
The Pr otest ant reforma tion meant the breakdown of this 
authority of t he clergy, not to teach, but to sanctify and 
to gover n . In Pr otestantism today the authority is, gen-
erally spea king , the laity. The Church is the Body of 
Christ wh ich i s made up of all who conf'ess Him as the Head 
and believe in His a toning work. The authority is Christ 
and He gives i t to the individual. The individual carries 
out this auth ority in the Christian congregation. 
The Protestant has recourse to two sources which he 
22 Charles Journet, The Primacy of Peter, translated 
from the French by John Chapin ( Westminstera The Newman 
Press, 1954), p. 16. 
23Francis J. Connell, Baltimore Catechism (New Yorks 
Benziger Brothers, Ino., 1959), P• 81. 
2411church, '' Catholic Encyclopedia, P• 755. 
25connell, .2R• ill•• P• 91. 
26 
Cavanaugh, .2R• ill•• P• 2,7. 
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may draw upon for his authority, the Bible and the history 
of the Church , both of which he will evaluate in his own 
way. 27 Since history or tradition of the Church is linked 
with t he "evils" of the Roman Church, the latter is us-
ually eliminated. Thus, the Protestant Church is left 
wit hout an authority outside of the individual, 
Protestantism h a s no central authority to which it can 
appe a l for clarification of theological or ethical is-
s ue s, nor does it have any rigorous discipline by which 
t o compel t he conduct of i ndividuals or churches.28 
To s i mplify , no doubt at the expense of over-general-
i zation , t his topology may pr ove helpful, 
1. '.I.1he Church 
2 . The Au thority 
rests on 
3. Forg i v eness 
comes 
4. The Appeal 














Priesthood of the 
individual 
Direct from God 
To brotherhood-






It is quite evident then t hat there should be differ-
ences in policy and practice between the Ro.man Catholic and 
27Pope, ~• cit., P• 145. 
28 Ibid., P• 140. 
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Protestant Churches in the area of segregation-integration. 
In addition to the hierarchical structure ot the Roman 
Church, J aroslav Pelikan, quoting Niebuhr, attributes the 
s~ccess or t h e Roman Church in integration to the fact that 
it is an inclusive community 
s acrament a l rather than a chummy fellowship. The fel-
lowsh i p of the Protestant Church is always degenerat-
i ng int o a sanctified sense of kind, whether of race 
or class or neighborhood •••• As Professor Niebuhr 
~omments , -a liturgical and sacramental orientation is 
a genuine agset in meeting this cultural and social 
challenge.2'1 
It i s \·lit h t his same emphasis that Loescher quotes w. w. 
Alexander i n speaking of the difference between ,the Roman 
and Prot estant Churches& 
The dif f er ence is to be found in the tact that, in 
mos t c ases, a Protestant church is to some extent a 
soci al organization as well as a place of worship. 
The Catholic church, with its emphasis on worship is 
more nearly an altar before which all men are equai.30 
The dis tinction between the Roman and Protestant 
Chur ches on t his subject must also recognize the fact that 
there are "their different historical and psychological 
patterns rather than their moral purposea.q There were few 
. Negro Roman Catholics at the time of the Civil War and to-
day 95 per cent 0£ the Christian Negroes are Protestant, 
29Jaroslav Pelikan, The Riddle of Roman CatholiciSJD 
(New York: Abingdon Press-;-!959), p.-r'7l. 
3°Frank s. Loescher, The Protestant Church and the 
Negro (New Yorkz Associati011Press, 194,a), PP• ar-:82-:--
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with two-th i r ds living in the South. 31 Wagley an.cl Harris 
attribute t h e more equal status of the slave in Latin 
America (more e qual than the slave in the United States) 
as relating , i n part, to the "moral and ethical climate 
assccia ted with Protestantism on the one hand and Cathol-
icism on t he other" showing that Calvinism :provided a 
r ationa l e for the sub-hwnan treatment of slaves.32 
On t he basis of these factors, we can readily under-
stand ·1hy it wa s t he Roman Catholic Commonweal that was 
one of the fir s t r eligious publications to condemn segrega-
tion in a title of an article as early as 1845.33 We can 
also r eadily under stand the collapse of rebellion on the 
part of Homan Cat holics against integration in St. Louis, 
Missouri , in 1950, 34 in Newton Grove, North Carolina, in 
l1ay 195335 a nd other instances. 
But to complicate the matter still more, there is 
within Protest antism a wide variation of the teaching of 
31s tewart G. Cole and Mildred w. Cole, Minorities and 
~ American Promise ( New York: Harper and Brothers, l9'54Y, 
P• 193. . 
32charles Wagley and Marvin Harris, Minorities 1n the 
New World (New York: Columbia University Press, l958Jt i):-m. 
33G. H. Dunne, "Sin of Segregationt" Anato~ o~ Racial. 
Intolepance, edited by George de Huszar (New Yora--il'. w. 
Wilson Co., 1946), p. 106. 
34walter ~/hite, How Far the Promised Land (.New Yorks 
Viking Press, 1956), p;-1gs:- -
35cole and Cole, .Ql!• ill•, P• 199. 
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the doctrj_ne of the Church. It is upon the particular 
denominational emphasis on doctrine that the organizational 
structure of the denomination is built. Thus we have posi-
tions of polities ranging from the most democratic on the 
one hand to the most authoritarian in some of the Protes-
tant sects . 
This wide v ariation, together with the lack of central 
authori t y over memb ers in the voluntary organizations or 
the Frotestant churches, makes it a simple matter tor a 
person t o become a member of another congregation and/or 
denomination if the one of which he is a member does not 
meet t he needs of the position which the individual holds. 
He may d o so without losing his social status or endanger-
ing his ultimate salvation. 
There is a notable difference in the position of the 
sect and the denomination. In speaking of this difference 
with regard to racial practices Northwood statesa 
In both samples, larger proportions of denominations 
t han sects have effected some racial integration. 
However, the patterns of integration differ sharply. 
Sects which begin to desegregate are more likely to 
go the whole way, whereas the typical pattern for 
denominations is partial integration. The majority 
of both church types follow the dominant societal pat-
tern of racial segregation.36 • 
In the study of the Little Rock churches and ministers 
Campbell and Pettigrew found that there are opposing church 
36 Northwood,~• cit., P• 156. 
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group s within Protestantism--a marked difference between 
the pos ition of the sect and the denomination. 3? 
Even wit h in the same denomination and within the same 
congregation t here are variations of position and opini.on. 
A classic e xample of t his is the position held by Rev. 
W. A. Cri swell, pastor of the First Baptist Church of 
Dallas , Texas, who has publicly stated a pro-segregation 
posit ion: "Desegregation in the church is not acceptable 
either i n the north or south." Evangelist Billy Graham, 
well knmm f or h i s positive views on desegregation, holds 
membership in t he same congregation.38 
It is evident from the material here presented that 
the observer mu s t be vecy careful in malting sweeping gen-
eralizations r egarding segregation in the Protestant Church. 
The materi a l here pre sented must make the observer aware, 
i.n attempting to explain the paradox or segregation in the 
church es, t h a t t he problem becomes more complicated when 
consi dering a ll the variations and the factors which are 
involved. 
Policies--Nutional and Local 
The Protestant churches have been and are being 
37Ernest Campbell and Thomas Pettigrew, 11Men of God in 
Racial Crisis," The Christian Century, LXXV (June 4, 19.58), 
41-48. -
,a~ Oklahoma City Timea, February 22, 1956. 
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challonged to find eff ective ways of dealing with segrega-
tion. In spi te of the voluntary nature of membership, the 
challenge i s t o make the way of desegregation as effective 
as t hat of t h e l ess voluntary institutions of society.,9 
A few denomina t ions accep ted the challenge of doing some-
t hi ne ab ou t t h e violence against Negroes before 1929; how-
ever, i t i s sur prising that so few did speak out. In ad-
dition to t hese few, a pointed statement was made by the 
Federa l Council of t he Churches of Christ in America. 40 
I t i s , h owever , only within the last ten to fifteen years 
tha t t h e churches have begun to face the problem of segre-
gation . 
Th ough t he churches havo passed many resolutions on 
" e qual r i gh t s " for Negroes, it is only in recent years 
t hat t h ey h ave begun to face the problem of segrega-
tion . Du r ing the first few decades of the present cen-
t ury , denomina tional pronouncements centered their at-
t ent ion on secular practices and were directed toward 
obta ini n g max i mum opportunities for Negroes under a 
syst em of s egregation.41 
Since Wor l d var I I the denominations have become more aware 
of t he problem and have addressed their pronouncements to 
economics , p oliti cs, housing and other areas or society.42 
39A. Kr amer, "Racial Integration of Three Protestant 
Denominations, " Journal of Educational Soci ology, XXVIII 
(October, 1954), 59. -
40
Loescher, !:?E• ill•, PP• 28-29. 
41nwight T. Culver, Negro Segregation in the Methodist 
Church ( New Havenz Yale UniversityPress, 1'9"53;,pp. 11-12. 
42
Loescher, .5?.E• ill•• PP• 41-45. 
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The March , 1946 resolution of the National Council or 
Churches "has s e t a t i mely precedent for all Protestants."4-' 
At t he present time every major denomination has is-
sued a sta t ement perta ini ng to the May l?, 1954 Supreme 
Court decis ion or a mor e general and/or specific statement 
r egarding d i s crimination in the churches. 44 
The effect of t hese pronouncements, in terms ot re-
sults , have been s light. Condemnations directed toward 
the l ack of concern f or putting the policies and principles 
i nto pr actice have come from church leaders and from stu-
dents of the pr oblem. "Should the church simply rei'lect 
the s ocia l a t t itude s of t he community in which it finds it-
self? " a sks c. s. Cartwri ght. His answer is f rom the early 
history of the Church and the New Testament wher e we f'ind 
t hat the Church c onsi dered the attitude of the world and 
its ways to be t he very antithesis to that for which it 
stood . 45 Culver points out that sociologists have placed 
t he Church in t he s ame c ategory with other social organiza-
tions and t hat the practices of the churches in segregation 
confirm the conviction of the sociologist to do so. He 
43 Cole and Cole, .QR• ill•, P• 196. 
44see Appendix for 
and sample statements. 
r acial~ Service. 
a listing of these denominations 
See also recent issues of Inter-
4 5c. s . Cartwright, ''The Church, the World, and Race," 
New South ( Atlanta, Georgia: Southern Regiona l Council, 
'!g;6), P• 10. 
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states t hat i n spite of the tact that more and more Chris-
tians ar e adopting the integrationist position, the churches 
still "r emain among the most segregated institutions in 
America .. 1146 Simpson and Yinger give a keen, concise and 
condemni n g ana l ysis. 
Although t he Protestant churches stress the (1) dig-
nit y and i'lOrth of the individual and (2) the brother-
h ood of man . the r acial behavior pattern of most 
church memb er s have not been substantially affected 
b:y- t hese principles. With the exception of the finan-
c ial support which white churches have contributed to 
Negro s econdar y s chools and colleges, the Protestant 
den omina tions have given very little attention to the 
American r acial situation. For the most part, they 
have i ssued pronouncements, passed resolutions. con-
duct ed "interracial Sunday" once a year, held occa-
siona l c on f erences, sponsored summer camps, and work 
camps with interracial aspects, published a number of 
pamphl ets, and used racial or interracial themes in 
study groups . 47 
Kramer i s certa in t hat na tional policies are helpful, 
but t here is a great er possibility for differing racial 
groups to b e represented in the local churches if the local 
church meke s it clear tha t it is in favor of the national 
policy. 48 He concludes that the churches in his study de-
veloped a 11 f ront room type " of integration and that inte-
gration in t he local churches proceeds at a slower rate 
than in na tiona l and regional organizations. Nor is there 
46
culver, .2£• cit., PP• 9-10. 
47G. E. Simpson and J.M. Yinger, Racial and Cultural 
Minorities (New York : Harper and Brothers, l95F. P• $46. 
48-r i 68 n.ramer, .2.£• Ll•, P • • 
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much d i fference between the North and the South. Segre-
gation i s s t i ll "the overwhelming pattern that prevails in 
local churches . 114 9 Emphasizing the importance of the min-
ister as p e r t a i n i ng t o the local and na tional policies, 
Campbe l l and Pettigrew aver: 
The l ocal sanctions are stronger than the nationai 
s anc tions , and the weight of the professional sanc-
t i ons p oint s toward passive conduct on the local lev-
el. 50 
Another fac t or whi ch has many implications is brought out 
by Si mps on and Yinger: the fact that the national p olicies 
are "noble acts " which represent a minority opinion only.51 
Under t h e subj.eat of religious stratification, Hoult 
i s su.re t hat a strictly sociological explanation of the 
pr edicament 0 £ Pr otestantism cannot be given because of the 
many psych ologi c a l f actors which are operative in this sit-
uat i on . Nev ertheless, his two conclusions give little com-
fort: (1) I f rel igion rejects the social stratification, 
it wi l l rema in a minor religious body, and (2) power con-
siderations and "socio-cultural compatibility" are more 
important than religious ideals.52 
Kramer , Lee, and Northwood are the most optimistic ob-
servers. Their studies, the most recent, indicate a slow 
49
Pope, .Q.12• ill•• P• 107. 
50campbell and Pettigrew,~• ill•• P• 91. 
51simpson and Yinger, ~• ill•, P• 54? • 
52Houl t, .Q.12• ill•, P• 290. 
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movement t oward integration. In comparing his study of 
Des Moi nes , I owa c llurohes, admittedly a select sample, 
Northwood i ndi ca tes that his findi ngs do not wholly sup-
port t he f i ndi ngs of Loescher and Culver. He takes issue 
with Loe scher's s t atement: 
I f there are very few Negroes in the neighborhood, 
i n t egr a tion may occur. If there are many, segrega-
tion occurs, both in neighborhood and the Church. 
Th i s gener a lization , which may apply in some small 
to~ms and cities (in the North), is not true of Des 
Moines •• •• If the Des Moines study had been re-
s t r i cted to t he t wenty-seven local churches of the 
seven den omina t ions studied by these authors, similar 
c onclu s i ons might have been derived.53 
Another note of optimism comes from a recent study made of 
t he churche s in Cleveland, Ohio. 
Despite the hesitancy and slow-moving of some churches, 
a t l 0ast in Cleveland, we can say that the charge is 
no l onger true that "the most se~egated hour of the 
,.,,eek i s 11: 00 on Sunday morning. "54 
The fact rema ins that when there is progress toward inte-
gration , it i s thought to be unusual enough to make news 
stories a nd s ometimes headlines.55 
53 i or t hwood, .QR• oit., P• 159. 
5411How Racially Inclusive Are Cleveland Area Churches?" 
(Cleveland , Ohio: Social Welfare Department, Cleveland 
Church Federa tion, 1958), p. 18. (The names of inclusive 
church es are given and their denominations. These are the 
-denomina tions: Baptist, Community, Consregational, Dis-
ciples of Chri s t (Christian), Episcopal, Evangelical and 
Refor med, ~v angelical United Brethren, Lutheran, Methodist, 
Presbyterian, and other minor groups.) 
I 
5511 s uccess of Rev. P. T. Seastrand of the Augustan& 
Lutheran Church in liQuston, Texas," Time, May 28, 1956, 
P • 76; "Man cf · God in Old Mystic," LI?e'; October 31, 1955. 
Rev·. s. T. I"iontgCJ&g=-.r is pastor of a white Me thodist Church 
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The p os i tive national policies have been made; how-
ever , from what has been said, these policies are generally 
not being carried out. There are reasons for this lack of 
applica tion ~ Stewart G. and Mildred w. Cole believe that 
the opinion of Li s t on Pope is important. 
I .f t he [whi t e ] churches attempt to abolish racial 
segrega tion l'ii thin t heir fellowship , it is probable 
t hat many whites having missed or rejected the import 
of Chri stian teaching about race will repudiate their 
memb er shi p . I t is more likely, however, that they 
will a ttempt to preserve their dominance in the 
churches and to oppose all attempts at racial integra-
t ion.56 
Kr amer agree s and adds five other factors, (1) voluntary 
nature of churches, ( 2 ) problem of meaningful communica-
t i on , (3) fac t ors other than national policy are more di-
r ectly oper a tive , (4) local church policy is a strong de-
termini ng force i n t he lives of people, but national policy 
cannot be overlooked, (5) more about the "how" of integra-
t ion is needed ,57 (6) the inter-actions of persons accepted 
as local l eaders i ri the congregation.58 Northwood adds 
another: the ministry is ignorant of the national policy.59 
in Old Mystic, Connecticut. 
56cole and Cole,~• cit., P• 194. 
57Luth eran Buman Relations Association of America, "A 
Survey of Techniques used by Integrating Congregations" 
(Valparaiso, Indiana : Valpara iso University). (Mimeo-
graphed. ) This is noted because it is one of only a few 
sources on t echniques. 
58Kramer, .QE.• cit., PP• 62-68. 
5~orthwood, ~• ill•, P• 157. 
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Lee is convinced t hat segregation is hard to overcome be-
cause it is so deeply imbedded in 11almost every aapeot ot 
the organization . 1160 'rhere are fears to be recognized 
also. The f ear of (1) loss of member.a, (2) hostile com-
munity a t t itude s , (3 ) hostility on the part of agencies 
serving Negr oe s and other minority groups may cau·se com-
petition . There are a lso f actors which confuse progress, 
t hus hi ndering t he integration process.61 
I t will b e noticed from the foregoing that the lack 
of ap~l ication of integration policies is due, to a large 
measur e , t o t he minister. With growing frequency and with 
gr eai:;i;r veh emenc e , the cause of such failure is laid upon 
the ~i nistry . The minister, an important factor in the 
process of int egration, is the subject of the next section. 
The Dominant Mi nistry 
That the ministry is an important factor in segrega-
tion and integr a tion of the local congregation is without 
question. The role of the local pastor has probably not 
received t he concentra ted attention in this matter that it 
should. Nation-wide denominations which have made positive 
statements have found that the statements are not enough 
60J. Oscar Lee, "Status of Racial Integration in Re-
ligious Institutions," Journal ot Begro Education, XXIII 
(Summer, 1954), 231-240. -
61Ibid. -
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and t hey have b egun to look for reasons that these poli-
cies hav e not been carried out. Attention will be given 
to the role of the minister as leader and the ~actors 
which c ont ribute to his stated or silent position. It 
must fir st of a ll be recognized that the minister is in a 
predicament . 
Shall I say what I beli eve is true· about justice for 
all in our society, and complete acceptance in the 
ch urch , in attendance, in membership, in participa-
t ion a t the Lord's altar, and in the outreach in the 
c ommunity, or shall I merely hint at the truth? Should 
t he Christi an minister temper hie witness according to 
t he d egr ee of acceptanqe or that witness anticipated 
b y him or should he make a completely honest and forth-
r ight 1itnes s according to the dictates of his con-
science and the known needs of the times and of his 
hea.rers?62 
If u figureh0ad or sincere shepherd, he is caught in the 
dilemma of how f a.:r to pursue Christianity with effective-
ness and where he must withdraw for the sake of expediency. 
There seems to be some question as to the importance 
of the minister in attempting to give an answer to the ex-
isting paradox . A leader o! Virginia's pro-segregation 
Defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual Liberties 
says: 
The worst obstacle we face in the fight to preserve 
segregated s chools in the South is the white preacher. 
The patriots of Reconstruction had the preachg~a pr~-
ing for them instead of working against them.,, 
62110n Being a ' Moderate,'" The Vanguard,, VI (November, 
19.59), 2. 
63Jam.es Dykeman and Wilma Stokel1, Neither Black !!2£ 
White (New York: ,inehart & Co., 1957), P• 265. 
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t1art i n Luther King, Jr., is of the opinion that 
If ever t he white ministers of the South decide to 
declare in a united voice the truth of the gospel on 
t he quest ion of race, the transition from a segregated 
to an integrated s ociety will be smoother.64 
Northwood feels t hat t he minister is a "strong .factor in 
affecting the group decision, especially the minister of 
the sect. 1165 Kr amer also recognizes the minister's role 
as i mportant, but in a more limited way. The most author-
ita tive study on this subject is that or Campbell and 
Pettigrew who made a study of the ministers in Little Rock 
duri ng the c r isis of school desegregation. In an article 
published by The Christian Century in June, 1958, they con-
clude : 
Throughout the South the role of the clergy will c on-
tinue to be crucial in achieving harmonious racial in-
tegration. The relatively more inf~~ential position 
t hey occupy in community affairs compared to that of 
t he clergy in other regions, plus the failure of pro-
gressive political and civic leadership to come for-
ward in the South, make this a certainty. Little 
Rock ' s men of God provide a case. study of how Southern 
ministers met a crisis in :i.ntegration, and of their 
potentia l for achievement in similar situations.66 
~ 
A year l a ter a book was published by these men. In this 
volume they seem less positive that the minister will play 
a crucial role. The book has as its purpose 
to predict the Southern ministry's role in future in-
tegra tion efforts ••• a desire to learn more about 
64 King , .2R.• cit., p. 210. 
65r orthwood, £2• cit., P• l.58. 
66campbell and Pettigrew, .2R• £.!!., P• 665. 
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the seldom examined ministerial role of the social 
reformer.67 
They make t his limiting observation, 
[Minis t e r s] do not have as preeminent a position as 
they d i d t hirty years ago; they do not directly make 
crucia l dec isions of public policy ••• but the his-
toric central role of religion in Southern culture 
makes it c erta in that the repeated protests of the 
clergy are heard and are disquietingly e:ffective in 
est abli shing moral doubt.68 
This i s s a i d under t he chapter title '' The Greatest Threat 
to Segregat i on." In t heir conclusion they point back to 
what has b een said in the first chapter, "An aroused South-
ern minis try ••• could become the next decade's most im-
por t ant agent of social change. But will it~"69 Doubt is 
also expre s sed by two witnesses who have traveled. exten-
s ively in t h e South2 
ll'ew who h ave spent much time recently in the Deep 
South woul d deny t hat on the racial question the min-
i s ters occupy an ever-narrowing beachhead. It would 
s eem that t he immovable object is being confronted by 
the irresistible force, and those who counsel in wis-
dom find t hemselves in perpetual quicksand.70 
In t rying to arrive at an answer as to how important 
the role of the minister is, there are a number of impor-
tant variables which must be considered. Rev. Pat Murphy, 
who had spoken of Negro inferiority and mongrelization, 
G?Ibid. t p. 11. 
68~. 
69!lli., P• 132. 
70nykeman and Stokely, .2J2• cit., P• 2?4. 
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was asked, 11If you had been born and reared in Minnesota 
do you t h i nk you would feel as you do?" Laughingly, his 
answer wa s , "I realize that ha s a lot to do with it."7l 
Campbell a nd I'e ttigrew discovered• as might be expected 1 
t hat t he pro-segrega tion group of ministers in their study 
had been r a ised and educated in the South and that among 
the non-silent i ntegrationists were found the younger men 
who had been educa ted in the l\Jorth and who came from out-
side t he sta te of Arkansas. Therefore: 
The f reedom of the minister to defend desegregation 
i s more restricted if he was born and educated out-
side the Sout h than if he is a social and educational 
product of t he region. 
The minister i s- less likely to support desegregation 
dur ing a cr i s is period if he is over fifty than if he 
i s und er f orty.72 
The f actors of age and education seem to be very closely 
linked. 
When 1 , 005 Baptist pastors were recently polled in 
Tenne s see, only t hirty-nine per cent favored integra-
tion . Tha t f igure rose sharply, however, among those 
who had Bachelor of Divinity degrees, with seventy-
nine per cent of this group favoring public school in-
tegr a tion. In the group with an eighth grade educa-
tion or less, only nine per cent favored integration. 
The younger men as-reed with the better educateds 
sixty-one per cent of the pastors twenty-nine years 
of a ge or less were for integration; compared with 
sixteen per cent who were between fifty and fifty-nine 
years old.73 
71Tape-recorded interview with Rev. Pat Murphy, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, October 26, 1959. 
72campbell and Pettigrew, .21?• ill•t PP• 123-124. 
73nykeman and Stokely,~• cit., P• 268. 
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A study of Methodist ministers in Indiana reveals similar 
concl us i ons . Ministers over forty-five were more willing 
to accep t t h e s t a tus quo than men under forty-five who 
would elimina t e all r ace linea.74 Campbell and Pettigrew 
believe t hat it wa s the lower educational standards, to-
gether wi th other f actors , of the pro-segregationist group 
in Li ttle Rock whi ch a ided t heir solidarity. 75 It is in-
teresting to note tha t in the matter of education Culver's 
f ootnot e expl a i ns why he uses a small "n" in the word Negro 
when quot i ng an or i ginal s ource. "This procedure," he 
says , "wi l l make it poss ible for the reader to see how cap-
ital ization of t he word is correlated with the integra-
t i oni st a nd segregationist position. 11 76 
The pa ttern of segregation in the Protestant educa-
tiona l ins tit utions f ollows th&t of the other educational 
institutions .77 More recent studies, however, point to the 
fact t ha t int egration has moved !aster ·in the theological 
seminary t ha n the sta te universities in the South. 
At l east twelve theological seminaries located in 
Southern cities now admit Negroes, and at least three 
74A. K. 'waltz and R. L. Wilson, "Ministers' Attitudes 
Toward Integra tion," Pbylon Quarterly, XIX (Second Q,uarter, 
1958), 198. 
75campbell and Pettigrew,~• cit., P• 43. 
76 
Culver,~• ill•• P• 3. 
77Loescher, ~• cit., P• 105. 
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t heological seminaries which hitherto have tr§ined 
only Negro s tudents now ad.mi t white students. '/8 
In addition to these factors, one must consider the 
minister in his particular situation. If a minister has 
previ ously avoided speaking on the subject or integration 
and then t akes a p osition of moderation or pro-integration 
he is i n danger of losing his position. Silence indicates 
agreement. Wh en the minister becomes aware of the social 
change and t hen speaks, he is put into a position whieh may 
mean h i s remova l in the s outh or in the North he may become 
an ineffec tive l eader.79 It is very important that the 
mi ni !::t er hnv e a s et of' principles to follow. If these 
pri nc ipl eo are positive, 1n other matters as well as in 
segregat i on , h is chances to be more effective are en-
hanced . BO 
The study of Campbell and Pettigrew is extremely help-
ful when consi dering the minister in hie particular situa-
tion. They sta te these important conclusionsa 
The more popular the denomination in the local a.rea, 
the less likely are its ministers to defend positions 
not accepted by local public opinion. 
78 Lee, .QE• cit., p. 238. 
79Ralph McGill, "The Agony o! the Southern Minister," 
~ York Times t-lagazine, September 2?, 1959, Section 10, 
pp. ~57-60. 
BOA. w. Trinklein, "The Role of the Pastor in an Inter-
racial Community," Proceedings of the Valparaiso University 
Institute on Human Relations (Valparaiso, Indiana& Valpa-
raiso University, 1953), PP• 23-27. 
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These are t he ministers who have the greatest amount 0£ 
influence,. yet they are unwilling or are the least likely 
to attempt to exercise thie influence. 
The minis ter whose orientation is primarily to his 
parish is less likely to support desegregation than 
the minister who is orientated to the community at 
large . . · 
Admit tedly , t h is s t a tement is an over-simplification. 
There are t hose who feel that it is not their place to be-
come i nvolved. in socia l issues. This is a parish-orientated 
minister. Thos e who feel otherwise are more likely to speak 
and act f or t he cause of integration. 
The more stable the membership of his ohurch, the 
less likely is the minister to support desegregation 
during a. crisis period. 
In the parish where there has been the development of the 
sense of "our church" the minister will not be able to aot 
on his own , but must recognize the leadership within his 
congregation and through them attain his goals. 
11inisters in the small, working-class sects will sup-
port segregation, and many will be publicly active in 
its defense. · 
The measure of his support will be determined by the .forces 
in the local community. In Little Rock the political forces 
were on the side of segregationists, thus giving support to 
segregationist ministers, thus encouraging them to oppose 
desegregation publicly.81 
81 . 
Campbell and Pettigrew, ,Sm• .!!ll•• PP• 122-126. 
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The minister operates within the framework of three 
important r e.ference systems, self reterence system, which 
consis t s of t he "demands, expectations, and images the 
actor carries r egarding hi mself"; professional reference 
system, " the sour ces mutually related to his occupational 
role as mini s t er yet independent of his congregation"; and 
membership ref erence system, that of the congregation.82 
The fi r s t t wo of these systems have been treated. At-
tention must now be given to the membership reference sys-
tem, or to use a more subjective phrase, the vested inter-
ests of t he minister. To be more interested in one's own 
parish rat her than going all out for the national policy 
seems onl y natural. There is {:7'eater need for a more 
widely accepted view of the ideal. The agreement to the 
ideal of int egration must precede the integration process 
before t he ideal will be put into practice at the expense 
of vested interests. But it is the vested interests of the 
minister which hinder or prohibit him !rom agreeing with or 
practicing the i dea l of integration. This psychological, 
yet very r eal• vicious circle must be broken. The minister 
may know the na tional denominational policy, but feel jus-
tified in not fulfilling its demands because of his partic-
ular situation. 
The following insights of Campbell and Pettigrew are 
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valuable in pin-pointing the problem: 
The support of desegregation is less in times of 
racia l cris is than in times of non-crisis. 
Becau se o f public sentiment, within and/or outside of the 
congrega tion , t here is the greater danger of suffering 
abuseo At t h e time of crisis the members of the communit7 
have t aken a position, negative or positive, which they 
feel they must defend. 
With a n increa se in the number of years that the min-
ister has served his congregation, there is a decrease 
in the probability that he will support desegregation 
du.ring a crisis. 
As the mol d becomes more firm, the pastor feels an increas-
ing obligation to follow the wishes of his parishioners. 
The new minister, on the other hand, has not become so 
deeply i nvolved and is more likely not to be in.fluenoed by 
this k ind of subtle pressure. 
The minister's support of desegregation is less i~ 
his church is engaged in a membership drive, a build-
ing program, or fund-raising campaign than if it is 
not s o engaged. 
There are certain times when a minister feels that he needs 
the entire support of his membership. At times like these 
(mentioned above) he will be willing to overlook things in 
order to gain the entire support of his membership. 
Success (speaking numerically and financially) in the 
ministry is negatively related to the probability ot 
strong advocacy of unpopular moral imperative during 
a crisis. 
The greater the "investment" the minister has at stake, the 
less likely will he take a position which endangers his 
88 
losing v1hat he has accomplished. Those who defended de-
segrega tion were younger men, ministers of less prominent 
churche s , wh o did not have as much to lose. 83 
In the light of t hese important factors, we are bet-
ter able to understand and evaluate, for example, the posi-
tion of Reve Robert Graetz in Montgomery, Alabama, who was 
the on l y white p erson supporting the bus boycott. His mem-
bershi p was entirel y Negro. We are also able to understand 
his l a ck of success in seeking other Caucasian ministerial 
support f or the c ause of the Montgomery Improvement Asso-
ciation . 84 
If the goa l s of t he vested interests continue to play 
such ·n impor t ant part for the ministry, the minister will 
not become t h e force which he mo.y become in the battle for 
desegrega tion in the community and the church. The selfish 
goals of ~ore members and more money must be at least min-
imized, if not eliminated, if Protestantism is to take its 
place, a s it could and should, in the integration which is 
to follow desegregation. 
This, then, is the predicament in which the minister 
finds himself. Re must define the problem, whether it 1s 
religious or not. If it is, he must decide what kind of 
83~., PP• 122-125. 
84L. D. Reddick, Crusader Without Violence (New York1 
Harper and Brothers, 1959), PP• 123-124. 
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social system iD in keeping with the Christian ethic.85 
Then he must determine how to communicate his convictions 
to others, or if he will at all. In each of these deci-
sions he is liable to contradiction. He realizes that the 
effectiveness of his wor~ may be ruined by speaking his 
convictions. He should realize that the effectiveness of 
his work may be ruined by his silence. It is no doubt the 
fear, anxie ty and indecision of not knowing what is the 
most proper alterna tive that keeps many from acting at all. 
There are fe w 1Tho have adopted the policy, "I would rather 
be sinning i n doing something rather than doing nothing at 
all. 11 
There are a number who have acted according to the 
ideal. Some of them have accomplished the desired end.86 
Some of these have become "displaced parsons. 11 They come 
"f rom towns scattered throughout the South: the one thing 
they have in common is their crime--stating an unpopular 
viewpoint on race. 118? Practically all of them find another 
church and many of them have found churches in the South.88 
Concrete solutions have not been given, but valuable 
suggestions are being offered. Culver suggests that ways 
85campbell and Pettigrew, .2£• ill•, P• 107. 
86william Peters, "The Story Nobody Tells You," 
McCalls, September, 1958, P• 12?. 
87Dykeman and Stokely,~• oit., P• 275. 
8
8i>eters, ~• ill•, P• 122. 
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and means be found to get more ministers to accept the 
ideal, for he found that the statement "colored ministers 
prefer to \tTOrship in churches separate .from whites," to be 
the most widely held belief of the Methodist ministera. 89 
To these ministers, and to all others who make similar un-
founded judgments, Kramer charges that they have stifled 
themselve s "with a serious bit of stereotype." He suggests 
t hat there is a gr eat need for further self-examination on 
the part o:f t he r.o.inisters.90 Another suggestion is to act 
in time . The banding together of Protestant ministers as 
i n Dallas ~here three hundred Texas ministers, before any 
sort of v iolence or crisis loomed near, went on record as 
appealing to the people for law, order, and love to put the 
Christian principles into practice for the good of the en-
tire community.91 Another example is that o.r the minis-
terial associa tion in Gainesville, Hall County, Georgia, 
which published a Christian guide in order to help their 
members in improving their attitudes.92 When such state-
ments as these are issued it shows unity. It has a posi-
tive effect upon the membership o! the Protestant denomina-
tions. Probably the greatest value is that it makes the 
89culver, ~• cit., P• 30. 
90.Kramer, .2.E• ill•• P• 68. 
91m South, June, 1958, P• 6. 
92New South, May, 1958, P• 11. 
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individual membership less voluntary. The proteator ot 
such statements and action will find less solace for his 
feelings of wanting to quit his particular church to Join 
another, f or the other may also hold the same position. 
There is a da nger, however, that the banding together may 
be moti va t ed by the desire to keep the statue quo rather 
than t he sinc ere desire to do the will of God. 
The Mi nority Churches and Ministry 
Many of t h e same complex factors previously treated 
must be considered when studying the minority ministry and 
churche s . In t he following pages special attention is 
given to t he r actors which give added support to the ex-
isting paradox . 
The Negr_o religious development i s marked by three 
states: the "inceptional state" which is characterized by 
supernaturalism, simple ornaments of Christianity and em~ 
tionalism; the "developmental stage" (1863-1914) which 
brings the sh i f t from emphasis on freedom to civil and so-
cial rights and active participation in government; the 
"transitiona l stage" (1914 to present) which is characterized 
aa a crisis per iod !or those who wish to retain extreme re-
ligious practices and the waning of traditional religious 
attitudes. 93 
93Ruby F . Johnston, The Development of ~egro Religion 
(New York: Philosophical LI'brary, Inc., 1~ , P• 72., 
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The growth of the Negro denominations haa been quite 
rapid, considering the relatively short period of time.94 
Ninety per cent of the Negro churches were in the South in 
the year 1 936 and more than three-fourths o! the churches 
in the Nort h were in cities.95 Ninety-five per cent of 
the total of Negro church members are Protestant.96 Many 
of t hose who mi gr ated North, finding no acceptance 1n es-
tablished d enomina tions, became members of sects and 
aults. 97 
~'ven t h ough the Negro church has followed the general 
institutiona l patterns of the white churches, it has de-
veloped s ome dist i nctive features. These features, in many 
cases, are the "residual elements of the revivalism of an 
earlier day. 11 98 Twenty years ago the Negro churches could 
be de scri b ed as centering their attention on the "next 
world, " but this generalization may not be made today. 99 
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carter G. Woodson, The Risto~ of the Ni~$ Church 
(Washington, D.C.: The Associated PulI'shers, ), P• 261. 
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95E. Fr anklin Frazier, The Ner,o in the United States 
Yor k: The rlacmillan Oo. 7"T949 , p-;-3;;:-
96simpson and Yinger, ~• ill•• P• 240. 
97Fraz1er, ~• cit., P• 356. 
9¾111 Herberg, Protestant--Catholic~ew {New Yorks 
Doubleday and Co., 1955), P• 128. -
99R. A. Schermerhorn, These Q!!£ People (Bostons D. o. 
Heath and Co., 1949), P• 91. 
0 The Church ha s meant more to the Negro than any other 
institution , since in the church he has had an opportUIUty 
for self-expression," says Sweet.100 This self-expression 
has taken many forms . Myrdal is aware of this when he says, 
"the Negro church fundamentally is an expression of the 
Negro community itself."lOl It is the contention of Kyl.e 
Haselden t hat the church is the social institution which 
most signi ficantly influences the total life and develop-
ment of t he Negro. 102 His view is supported by practically 
all r e searchers on this subject. Woodson relates the pro-
cess of the socializing of the Negro church.l03 
It i s in the church that the Negro has been given the 
opportunity for leadership and leadership training. Within 
the denomination he was able to display political leader-
ship which has become so very useful for him toda:,. 104 It 
is not surprising then that we find the ministers who are 
leading in the battle for full equality, as exempl.ified by 
the Montgomery bus boycott. Negroes have been and are be-
ing trained for leadership in the churches and the fact of 
lOOWilliam w. Sweet, "The Protestant Churches," The 
Annals of Political and Social Sciences, CCLVI (March-;--
1948), 43-52. -
lOlfiyrdal, .2.£• ill•• P• 877• 
102Kyle Haselden, The Racial Problem in Christian 
spective (New York: Harper and Brothers, llJ°59) 1 P• 80. 
103woodson, -2£• ill•, PP• 242-260. 
104simpson and Yinger, .2R• ill•, PP• 523-524. 
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trained per s onnel is a sociological asset. 105 
What ha s happened in recent years makes doubt.tul the 
pessimi sm di spl ayed by Myrdal when he gives little hope of 
the church becoming a leader in the improvement or the Ne-
gro communi t y.106 
The statement in support of segregation, "Negroes want 
to s tay i n their own churches" is often made. Any truth in 
this sta tement exists because of the fact of segregation it-
self . I t is true t hat some Negroes do "feel u.ncom£ortable 
with persons of other raoes and therefore prefer being iso-
lated . 11107 I t i s, no doubt, also true that 
To many segroe s there is something incongruous in hav-
ing a representative of the dominant white race preach 
brot her l y love a nd Christian humility and offer them 
the sol ac e of religion in sickness or bereavement ••• 
they f eel t hat only a black minister, who has the same 
pec ul iar relation tQ God as they themselves, can give 
hel p and comfort.108 
liowever, t o hold to integra tion in one area of life and to 
be against i t in another is still more incongruous. It has 
been demons t r a ted among Negroes that twenty-seven out of 
forty Southern college students, twenty-six out of forty-
three Southern church members, and thirty-one out of 
Town -
l05Dr. J ohn Dollard, Caste and Class in a Southern 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 19}7)~ P• 223. 
l06r-iyrdal, ~• ill•• P• 25(). 
l07Johnston, ~• cit., P• 175. 
108Arnold M. Ros e, editor, Race Pre;udice and Discrim-
ination (New York: Alfred A. Knop?, 1953, P• 3~ 
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thirty-nine Northern church members, are advocators ot in-
terracial churches and that a little over halt ot the per-
sons, student and adult levels, 1n the South tavor inter-
racia l worship. 109 
Martin c ontends that the well-informed white South-
erner will r eadily recognize that Negroes do not favor 
segregation. 110 
It i s na tura l that many Negroes should develop an at-
titude of h o s tility toward white churches. If not hostil-
ity, an att i tude of indifference, because the institution 
in our s ociet y that ought to be practicing the principles 
of brotherhood and equality has tailed them. It is, how-
ever, more difficult to explain the Negro attitude toward 
Negro chur ches. Many Negroes, especially those in urban 
areas, hold critical attitudes toward Negro ohurches.111 
The major criticisms in Chicago include, (1) the church is 
a "racket 11 ; ( 2 ) t here are too many ohurches; (3) they are 
too emotional; (4) they are hypocritical; (5) they waste 
money; (6) t here are hypocritical ministers; (?) the min-
isters fail to preach against "sin"1 (8) money 1s empha-
sized too much; and (9) Negroes are to·o religious.112 
109
Johnston, ~• ill•, P• 175. 
llOMarti~, ~• ill•• P• 9. 
111 Simpson and Yinger, ~• cit., PP• 433-5~. 
112st. Clair Drake and Horace R. Cayton, Black f'letrop-
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When speaking of the Negro churches, the ministry can-
not be mi nimi zed. In fact, up until the first quarter o~ 
the twentieth century one has to deal primarily with re-
ligious leaders in t he writing of Negro history.113 As 
leadersh i p opportunities have increased in areas other than 
religious , t he church has begun to attract fewer of the 
beat able men i n Negro communities. 114 Generally speaking, 
it may be said t hat the farther back in history one delves, 
the more impressed he is with the Negro clergy. This may 
be the rea son that Woodson speaks so well of the clergy and 
Frazier , who has concentrated on more recent history, seems 
to minimi ze the importance of the clergy. Bardolph seems 
to support t his conclusion as he speaks of the past and 
more recent Negro clergy. 
Since t he ministry was the first Negro profession to 
gain recognition, it is only natural that the role of the 
minister was much more important than it is today.115 
Educa tionally and numerically, the Negro ministry is 
in a deplorable state. 
According to the best statistics, there are about 
50,000 Negro churches in the United States and there 
are 40,000 Negro ministers. To staff Negro churches 
with fully trained pastors would require a minimwn of 
113Richard Bardolph, The Nef§; Vanguard (New Yorks 
Rinehart & Co., Inc., l959JtP• • 
114
Ibid., P• 218. 
115simpson and Yinger, ~• ill•• PP• 528-529. 
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1,500 tra ined pastors a year as replacements. 
Scarc ely more than 100 are graduating annually .from 
fully a ccr edited seminaries, plus a comparable nua-
ber f rom seminaries and ~ible Schools which lack full 
a ccred itation. These £igures are startling, but the 
situa t ion i s most dramatically pointed up by the ap-
palling f act in the denomination which claims tbe ad-
h~rence of ninety per cent of all Negro Protestants, 
ninety-one per cent of the ministry has less than a 
high s ch ool educa tion.116 
Keeping this in mind. the accusations that are made by 
church members against the clergy may often be well grounded. 
I ntegration in the Protestant churches cannot be 
achi eved by ·the dolliinant churches alone. It will take co-
oper ation of the minority churches and ministry also. 
There are indic~tions that the minority ministry is not 
totall y in favor of such integration. 
Rec ently it was suggested in a mid-western city that 
as a means of breaking down segregation in churches, 
a white church might take on an assistant Negro min-
ister. The suggestion was immediately opposed by tbe 
Negro ministers in the city. Seemingly, they feared 
t hat if the plan were carried out, members of the seg-
regated Negro churches would be drawn away into the 
white churches.117 
From an Alabaman comes this insight, 
Our ministers around here ignore all this 
Course the Baptist church is our biggest. 
Baptist church is their leading one, too, 
pre a cher, he 's too smart to start talking 
tegration. He knows he'd just be talking 
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lt seems , wi t h t he shortage of · trained ministers, the in-
ability to a ttr ac t young men into the ministry, the broth-
erhood and love which is t aught in the Negro churches also, 
and t he ba ttle f or integration in other areas of life, that 
the vested i nterests of the Negrq clergy would be easy to 
overcome . This seems not to be the case. 
Comp l e t e i ntegration in churches would mean, as it 
meant a nd mean s in the desegregation of public schools, 
that t he min or ity is going to lose out in leadership. The 
fear of los i ng one's position is a strong motivation to 
keep t he s t a tus quo if the status quo means retention ot 
such posit i on . 
One note of optimism must not be overlooked. The 
majority of egro ministers in the Methodist church seemed 
to be willing to sacrifice their positions for the sake ot 
desegregation, for Negro Methodists are "almost unanimous 
in their opposition to segregation •••• 11119 If similar 
studies wer e made in other Negro denominations the chances 
are very good tha t the same conclusion would be reached. 
For the one who realizes what freedom really means (the 
Negro realizes t his more fully than the Caucasian because 
he has been denied his freedom) is going to be willing to 
give up more for that freedom than one who does not re-
alize complete equality. 
119 Culver,~- cit., P• 172. 
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Rose predi cts that the breakdown of the color line in 
secular lire will precede the elimination of segregated 
Negro chu r ches. 120 Uerberg comes to the same conclusion, 
Hel igiou s d esegregation, however, will probably lag 
c onsiderably behind the desegregation of other as-
p ec t s of American lif e, s ince influential groups of 
-egr oes have t hems elves developed a strong interest, 
emotional and s ocial, in the maintenance of separate 
e gr o chur ches, and these churches play a more crea-
tive r ole in the lives of the masses of Negro Ameri-
c an s than does any other seb'Tegated ir..s·titution. In 
any c a s e, the existence of the Negro Church, as a 
s egrega ted division of American Protestantism consti-
tute s a n anomaly of considerable importance in the 
genera l s ociologi ca l s cheme of the "triple melting 
p ot. 11 1 21 
I t i s r a t her useless in attempting to solve the prob-
lem of t he paradox of segregation, to place blame on any-
one , f or t he prob lem exists a nd .it must be solved. But if 
anyone i s apt to pl a ce the blame on the Negro for the con-
dition of the egro ministry and churches, he is immedi-
ately sil enced by Haynes. The problem faced today has 
grown out of the a rrogance and superiority complex o~ the 
dominant group . "It is this group, therefore, that must 
solve t he c a ste status of the Negro community within- Amer-
ican Protestantism. Hence, the problem 1s a white man's 
problem. 11122 
120 
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SUMI'1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This paradoxical situation does not lead itsel! to a 
simple summary or conclusion. The complexity ranges £rom 
the ver y general nation-wide scope to the general and more 
specific i mplications for the Protestant Church; to the 
indivi du a l wi t h h is values, attitudes, beliefs, and prac-
tices. 1l 1h eref ore , the summary and conclusions will be 
given under the three divisions: General, Protestant 
Church , and the Individual, with the most important con-
clus i ons added . 
Genera l 
Deep ly imbedded in the problem of desegregation is 
history--h istor y which cannot be easily forgotten. Its im-
plications keep bobbing up like corks out of water held 
down by s lowly rotting cords. When Christians see these 
implications surface, they become surprised and use what 
has happened to support their position, whether positive 
or negative. It seems almost certain that 1! minds become 
blank to the history of our nation, with respect to the 
paradox, and if there were only the first three centuries 
of the years of our Lord to contend with, the paradox would 
be less great. But even within the early Christian Church 
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the s ame t ype of paradox existed. The interactions of 
people of t en cause f riction. Out of the interactions and 
the fric tion sinful situations erupt. Even Christians are 
not i mmune to s inful eruptions which seem to make their 
very lives a paradox . 
Hi story has played a trick. It has made it possible 
for persons even today firmly to believe the Negro is in-
ferior . If the person is not a firm believer in Negro in-
ferior i t y he may , even though ·he denies such a belief, find 
himsel f a c ting a s though he does believe it. , There.tore, :it 
is difficult t o admit that the problem we have today ia the 
Caucasi an p r ob l em and the "Negro problem," most o.ften ex-
pressed as a misnomer. 
I t i s impor t ant to recognize the oomplex:ity of the 
problem; that i s , the interrelations of all aspects of our 
society which have built and maintained the paradox. 
But there are also many forces which are operating to 
tear down t he paradox. Some of these forces area the 
teaching of t he brotherhood of man, the ideal. of democracy, 
the prosperity of the nation, the progress of the Negro in 
spite of all handicaps, the watchful eyes of other nations, 
and the sincere individual's relationship with his Ohr:iet. 
Erom these and many other foroea, we see progress in 
desegregation. It has been said that the onl.y dU~erence 
between our nation and the Union of South Africa todfq is 
that the Negro has seen enough progress toward equalit7 in 
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the United St a t es to give him continued hope for the .tu-
tu.re with ou t revolt. There is conclusive evidence that 
segregation is bei ng eli minated. Jim Crow is growing old 
&lltl will s oon retire ~nd then pass away. The economic ad-
vancemen t of the minority group will continue. for many 
have f ound t hat history has played a trick on us. In edu-
cation, politics , legislation, and all areas of life more 
and more are becoming aware that what they had been taught 
is not f act , but f iction. The Negro protests have awakened 
many fict ion-dr eaming persons to the reality of fact. At 
t he pr e s ent time there is no indication that these protests 
will not c ontinue until the full equality has been granted 
to t he I\e ro . Not only have protests awakened the white 
communi t ies , but they have given the Negro communities more 
courage and t heir dependence upon the "white man," held so 
many yea r s , i s being removed. 
The effect s of segregation and discrimination are 
devastating , not only on the minority but also on the ma-
jority group . The blocked aspirations of the Negro have 
caused his bewilderment, instability, and much o:r the so-
cial disor ganization and disunity of our society. Those 
who insist on segregation have taken on traits o~ chauvin-
ism and hypocrisy, and have therefore lost much of what 
they desire most in the Christian ideals and democracy. 
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The Protestant Church 
The Protestant Church has tailed the Begro. In gen-
eral, the church has failed to act in concrete vays to the 
idea ls wh ich it professes. In spite ot this, there is 
still a na tura l and very strong link bet~een the Negro and 
the Prote s tant Church. \-Ji th this histor!.caJ. fact in mind, 
it is pos s ible t o s ay that the cause is not jet lost. Will 
the Protes t ant Church t e.ke advantage ot tllia natural his-
torica l tie? At present the answer must be an almost cer-
t ain "No 111 The Church could have retused to accept the 
societa l ca s te system of the Negro in the seTenteenth and 
eighteent h centurieE. The Church chose to accept it. The 
Church will a lso, no doubt, "accept" its reaoTa.1. ~hen its 
remova l s eems certain that the caste sta~.l.5 o! t!le Jegro 
has been r emoved in other aspects o! ilC~ca=. ~e. Th.ere 
is little hope t ha t the Church idll tue •· 2 :e:..:! ~ the 
battle f or integr ation because t~e ~~~ · ;~~•~~ed. so-
ciety rather than influenced sx.ie!'y. 
There is, how~ver, enou.5!: ;r~ess - IL~ - ~ga-
· tion and integration withio ~he :~...._-c:. t 
those who £ace the opportunit7 of ~t•~ati - 6.D.! ·= ;:.roTe 
to the segrega tionist that he cannot use the lac.k o£ inte-
gration in the Church as an argwaent £or hia poaition. 
The Protestant Church must recognise that this is the 
white m~• s problem. Being so, he is obligated to 118.lte the . 
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concessions; £or example, doing all that is possible to 
remove any fear tha t the Negro might have caused by the 
procesa of integration. The Church must take upon itself 
the obl iga tion of becoming thoroughly acquainted with the 
inequality , not only in the church, but in all aspeots ot 
society o This means the thorough study of all £actors 
treated in Chapter III and others which are not treated in 
t his study . The i nterrelation of all these factors must 
be seen. Successful integration in education, industry and 
other f i elds mu s t be studied to help set policies with con-
crete ways of putti ng the policies into practice. 
Thi s means educa tion, for its process helps to pin-
poi n t the paradox . Education must be had in order to ex-
pos e t he prejudices and discriminations. Wrong attitudes 
are t aught; righ t attitudes must be taught. Wrong atti-
tudes thrive on prejudice; right attitudes 'thrive on educa-
tion when educa tion is recog"Ilized to be more than the mere 
teaching of knowledge. 
The Bible is the authority for practically all Prot-
estants. But t he Bible, in spite o! its truth, its in-
spiration. and the Holy Spirit's working through it, has 
been misused so much in the segregation-integration contro-
versy tha t it of ten becomes ineffective as a source of 
author ity. There is no attempt here to discredit the Word 
or God in any way; however, it seems that in tMs contro-
versy a greater stress must be placed on the aoientitic 
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research d one on this subject--more than has been done 1D 
tho pasto The Dible must, and for certain shall, continue 
to be u s ed a s the only authority. But the fact is, it 
sha l l con t inue to be thus used by both the segregationist 
and t he i n t egr a tionist. It seems certain that if all seg-
regat i onists would t ake the time and effort to determine 
when , where , and how the Bible was first used to support 
slavery and s egrega tion, they would be more apt to believe 
and follow t h e historical and traditional interpretations 
of Script ure wi t h regard to this subject. The segregation-
ist' s mi suse of Scrip ture is just one evil effect that seg-
r ega t i on has h ad up on the Church. There are many other 
evil e.ff e cts ,.rhich segregation has had upon the Protestant 
Church, but t he misuse of God's revelation to man, by ra-
tiona l man , must be one of the evils which hurts our Lord 
the mos t. 
But the time to study, educate, and find authorities 
has passed . This is not to say this process should not 
continue. The time to act in concrete, Christ-centered 
ways will soon pass by, which would mean an increase of all 
the evil ef£ects of segregation. 
Excellent policies have been made. Now concentration 
must be given to find more effective ways of putting these 
policies into action on the local level. This will mean1 
(1) enlightened researchers to compare success and fai.lure 
of integration in areas outside the church and apply this 
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knowledge to t he church; (2) enlightened researchers to 
apply pr actically the knowledge and experience ot convic-
tions, successes and failures in the churchs (3) enlight-
ened men a nd women in interracial work to give leadership 
and gui d ance; (4) increased contact between racially sep-
arate chur ches and individuals; (5) a firm, positive con-
viction s tated by churches in a specific city or region, 
includ ing both racia l majority and minority churches and 
the local individual congregation so that it becomes known 
tha t t he church is or at least intends to practice what it 
prea ches, thus making membership less voluntary; (6) an 
enlightened ministry that will firmly make known positive 
convictions at the expense of loss to himself or the con-
gregation; (7) a more concrete application of the Gospel 
mess age b y t he minister with regard to this subject; (8) the 
removal of all fears of integration for both maJority and 
minority groups with the willingness to make concrete, 
stated and agreed upon concessions, (9) to do al.l of these 
and more with the motivation from the interest 0£ God's 
entire kingdom and the glory of His Church, not because of 
pity or pride. 
The Individual 
A sincere re-evaluation of one's attitudes, beliefs, 
values and motivations is necessary. This needs to be done 
in the light of God's revelation haTillg reaoyed, or at 
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least set aside, all preconceived convictions. To guide 
the re-evaluation, one must have: the open-mindedness to 
admit t hat one' s convictions may be based on the in.tluence 
of societ y r a ther than upon the int'luence of the Word of 
God, the c onviction that the use of Scripture devoid of 
Christ almos t a lways leads one in the wrong direction, the 
compl e t e submission of all that one is and has in hand and 
mind to t he One who sacrif iced His life so that all that is 
needed may b e given to man by Him. Christians are in the 
wor l d but t hey are not of the world. There are many who ar e 
seriously s triving for the ideal, but there are many others 
who d o not s ee the difference between the "in" and "out" of 
the world . Guidance is necessary, but guidance cannot be 
given unle ss the leader (minister) has submitted himself to 
the process above. 
Some refuse to discuss the paradox because it is not a 
"religious" matter for them. The interrelation of all the 
factors in this study must be shown to prove there is noth-
ing in life t hat is not or should not be religious. This 
means t hat one must be willing to subject the principles 
of Christ to every aspect of life. 
Segregation is a sin. It is a sin because it hurts 
people. The lack ot this recognition may mean two things, 
that the individual has become so accustomed to the sin 
that he refuses to see it, or he has made himself indif-
ferent to how sin attects our society. The latter 1s moat 
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often t he c a se. To solve this, one must train himself to 
look for sin. All one need do is to become sympathetically 
acqua inted with those who suffer from the sin and their 
needs as Christ commands one to do. 
Even a t the conclusion there is much too much pessi-
mism. It cannot be otherwise. The paradox has not yet 
tumbled into wisdom. 
SUillillary St a t ements of Conclusion 
l. The individual must align himself with Christ and 
rededi ca te himself to living His life in his own life. 
2 . The Bible has been and will continue to be the 
au t hor i ty f or segregationist and integrationist. 
3 . I nd ividuals have been more apt to be influenced by 
society than the will o! God. 
4. The interrelationship between the religious and 
secular f actors must be studied to recognize the past and 
present p os ition of the church in order to clarify the fu-
ture position. 
5. Protestant ministers could become the heroes of 
the century if some sort ot united position and action in 
community, region, state, and nation were taken. They must 
be willing to look beyond themselves, their congregations, 
their denominations so that the brotherhood or man and the 
fatherhood 0£ God can be carried out. 
6. The Protestant Church has rollowed, not led :l.n 
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racial integr a tion. h"'ven in its following, it has often 
f allen and will no doubt continue to stumble. 
?. Protestantism must find a way to overcome the 
handicap of the voluntary nature of the church to be more 
swiftly ef£eotive in integration. 
8 . Protestantism must find effective ways of putting 
its excellent policies into practice. 
APPENDIX A 
The following is a resolution written by three men on 
the Nat :Lonal Committee, and adopted by the convention held 
on July 10 , 1959, published in The Missionary Baptist 
~archlight. 
wliERE.AS , the Missionary Baptists have been law-abiding 
and l aw-resp ecting citizens historically wherever they have 
lived, a nd 
\rrlERF..AS, we believe in rendering to Caesar the things 
that are Ca esar's and unto God ·the things that are God' a, 
and 
HHEHEAS, we believe the three branches of our Federal 
Government to be the best system for us on earth, though 
subject to error , and 
WHEREAS, we believe the United States Supreme Court did 
err in moral judgment in judicial decree with regard to the 
law of the case concerning segregation in the public schools 
on May 17, 1954, and 
WEREAS, we believe judiciary and executive erforts to 
force acceptance of that case upon our people nationa1ly as 
the law of the land with disregard tor previous judiciary 
precedents, and 
WHEREAS, in the keeping ot British common law on which 
our American law is based, to the effect that a principle 
ot li£e-long acceptance it has become an established social 
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pattern, and cus tom become the common law of the land, and 
WliERl<lAS, segregation of the races in social lite in 
the United St a tes of America in general and the South in 
part i cular has become a socially accepted and established 
pattern of life and at least the common law of the land, 
and 
WHEREAS , executive and judiciary efforts to force the 
l aw of the c a s e of said decree upon our people and to change 
the whole soc i al pattern of American life has caused agi-
tated ha te, dis unity and bloodshed in our nation to the ap-
parent delight of the N.A.A.C.P. and Communism and God-
hat ers , be it therefore RESOLVED, that 
1. We af f irm our faith in the loyalty to our country 
and government and our historic social pattern of segregated 
lif e, 
2 . We express our love and spiritual concern for the 
salvati on of all people o~ all races, 
3. We r ecognize all men of all races as our neigh-
bors and our brothers only in the sense of their creation 
in the image of God and that it is wrong before God mor-
ally, socially and Biblically to force all races to inte-
grate in social af!a1rs1 
4. \,ie express our resentment against and disapproval. 
of any and all efforts of our national judiciary and ex-
ecutive to join hands with the N.A.A.C.P. and communist 
sympathizers in our nation to force a new social. pattern 
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upon our nation to stir race strife, disunity and blood-
shed, 
5. We express our fear of increased riots and blood-
shed if s egregation of the races of an established social 
pattern which is the common law of the land is further 
flouted and agitated, 
6. We pray our legislators, judiciary and executive 
leaders to use their ini'luence to halt every etfort made to 
force or inf luence integration of the races in our public 
schools a nd our social pattern of life. That they seek to 
secure reversa l of the decision of the judiciary of May 7, 
1954, which has brought so much hurt, hate, disunity, and 
even bloodshed to our nation, 
7. Be it finally resolved that our people as Chris-
tian citizens of the state use their inf'luence in every 
peaceable and legal way that is possible to discourage and 
prevent social mixing and mongrelization especially with 
the Negroid race, because we believe it to be against the 
word and will of our God by which we shall all one day be 
supremely judged. 1 
1The Missionary .Baptist Searchlight, XXII (July 10, 
1959).-
APPENDIX B 
Th e following is a resolution adopted on June 20, 
1959, a t San Francisco, California, by The Lutheran Church--
Missouri Synod in its regular biennial convention: 
WHEREAS , The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod at its 
forty-third regular convention in St. Paul, Minnesota, 
J une 20- 29, 1946, adopted a clear and evangelical statement 
on t he subject of r aoial discrimination; and 
WHEREAS , It is our belief that the force of this state-
ment would be greatly enhanced by the detailing of some of 
t he p r a ctica l implications of the Scriptural principles set 
forth t her ein; therefore be it 
RESOLVED , That the Lutheran Human Relations Associa-
tion of Ameri ca , in convention assembled in Valparaiso, 
Indi ana, on ·t;his twenty-eighth day of July, 1958, respect-
fully urge our brethren in The Lutheran Church--Missouri 
Synod to continue in the good work that was begun at the 
St. Paul convention and adopt, at the forty-fourth regw.ar 
convention of Synod, the following resolutions, numbered l, 
2, 3, and 4, as amplifications of Synod's 1956 statement 
of principles. 
1. 
'WHEREAS, the Genesis account of creation clearly 
teaches the unity of the whole human rami1y in that it 
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ascribes a c ommon ancestry to all men; and 
~JHEREAS, The prophet Malachi reaffirms this teaching 
when h e pr ocla ims that this is God's world, that there is 
but one heavenly Father, and that He is responsible for the 
crea tion and wel fare of all people; and 
WHEREAS , It is a defamation ot God to treat any of His 
creatur0s, e specially man, with contempt or to despise any 
par ticular race of man as an interior product of the Cre-
ator ' s d e s i gn; and 
WHEREAS, The divine plan was violated by man's fall 
into sin t'li t h whose evil consequences which are not inher-
ent i n t h e entire human race; and 
WHEREAS , God's love is universal in its intent that 
Jesus Christ should be preached to every creature as the 
Propitiati on £or the sins of the whole world; and 
WHEREAS, These clear teachings of Scripture are, in 
ef£ect, being denied by word and deed by many of our fel-
low countrymen, including unhappily, some who pro.fess and 
call themselves Christians; therefore be it 
RESOLVED, That we take notice of the continuing oppo-
sition to these Scriptural truths; that, in our preaching, 
we testify against it with such vigor as may be necessary 
to exhort and convince the gainsayers; and that we apply 
these teachings to the eradication or such racial or ethnic 
antipathies as may still persist in our midst. 
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2. 
WHEREAS, Neither Scripture nor science provides us 
with a clear explanation of the origin of what we call 
"races"; a nd 
WHEREAS , Idle speculations on this point can be dan-
gerous and misleading; and 
W'dEREAS , The criteria by which men have traditionally 
made racial distinctions among human beings are only super-
fici a l characteristics, the significance of which has been 
magnified and grossly exaggerated in the popular mind1 and 
HllilEAS, The Christian's understanding of nationality 
and r ac e should be based upon the soundest theological in-
terpreta t ions and the most reliable scientific evidence 
available; and 
WHEREAS, In the present state of our Biblical and 
scientific knowledge we possess no evidence to prove the 
alleged superiority or inferiority of Caucasians, Negroes, 
or Mongoloids; and 
}ffiEREAS, Most tests indicate that the innate intel-
lectua l capacity of all races is essentially the same, al-
though there is considerable variation within each race1 
and 
WHEREAS , We must conclude from suoh knowledge as is 
available that it is wrong for the Christian to try to Jus-
tify any kind or racial discrimination on the baaia or 
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unwarranted and erroneous assumptions; theref'ore be it 
RESOLVED , That we redouble our efforts to combat f'ic-
tion wi th reliable facts about race and that we encourage 
our pastors. teachers, and professors to utilize every ap-
propria te opportunity to combat ignorance and prejudice by 
s tressing in our congregations, schools, colleges and sem-
inaries those truths about race which are in accord with 
sound t heology and true science. 
~n1ElEAS , Christian love demands that we avoid using 
any words or stereotyped expressions that might reflect un-
f avorably upon fellow human beings, bring them into dis-
repute , or cause them mental anguish, and 
WHEREAS, We should at all times seek to avoid offend-
ing our brethren in Christ and those whom we endeavor to 
gain for Christ; therefore, be it 
RESOLVED, That we exhort one another to be thoughtful 
and considerate in our use of language involving delicate 
racia l issues, and be it further 
RESOLVED, That we call upon all responsible o.ff'icials 
and editors in our church to specifically eliminate the 
following objectionable practices, 
a. the separate listing in The Lutheran Annual, of 
"pastors and teachers aerv!ng in Negro communi-
ties"; and 
b. the attaching of racial and ethnic designations to 
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t he names of our churches and missions except where 
suc h designa tions may be justified by the use, in 
the public worship thereof, of a language other 
than English. 
4. 
~~IEREAS , Synod s aw fit to adopt a resolution on race 
r elations a t its st; Paul convention in 1956 which, along 
with a number of other desirable recommendations, nacknowl-
edges our r e s p on s i bility as a ehu.rch to provide guidance 
for our members to work in the capacity of Christian citi-
zens for the elimination of discrimination, wherever it may 
exist , in community, city, state, nation and world"; and 
WHEREAS , It is essential to the effective implementa-
tion of thi s pr a i s eworthy resolution that its implications 
be expl ained to our clergy and laity; therefore be it 
RESOLVED, Tha t we urge the editors or the Lutheran 
Witne s s to give frequent and vigorous expression in its 
editoria l columns to the stand which our church has taken 
on racia l discriminations, as set forth in the resolution 
adopted in St. Paul; and to solicit articles from writers 
qualified to apply the principles set forth in that resolu-
tion to the evil of racial discrimination as it manirests 
itself in the community, city, state, nation, a nd world. 1 
1Re orte and Memorials, Fortz-£ourth Re~ar Conven-
~ of !he Lutliiran Church--Missouri sm4. Louisa 
ConcoroiaPublishing House, 1959), PP• -715. 
APPENDIX 0 
The following appears in lioult's The Sociolos;r ~ 
f!i,ligion: 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mor-
mon) i s more direct. Its doctrine holds that men live 
spiritua l l y before their existence and that one-third or 
humanity ( i ncluding all Negroes) became, and apparently 
still become, followers of Satan during their spiritual. 
life. Satan' s followers are, say Mormons, r1ghtfu1ly de-
nied full s t a tus in the church. One I1ormon spokesman ex-
pla ined t he s i tuation in these words: "In the Mormon 
Church the priesthood is conferred on all worthy- males, 
unlike other Christian churches. The Negro, because of 
action in the pre-mortal life, may not receive the priest-
hood in mor-ta lity; therefore only limited activity is pos-
Sible for him. • • • Latter Day Saints believe that every-
one receives his place on earth, as to race, and color, be-
cause of the exercise of free agency in the pre-earth life. 
Everyone accepted his earthly status, including the Negro, 
as to the priesthood. Therefore, the Mormon teaching is 
in accord with justice. 111 
1Thomas E. Hoult, The Sooiolop: of Religion (New Yorka 
Dryden Press, 19.58), p.~6, quoting astatement by Roy w. 
Doxey, Assistant Profeasor ot Religion, Brighaa YoUDg Uni-
versity, Provo, Utah, in The Bation, CLXXV (August 16, 1952). 
APPENDIX D 
The .following is taken from _. The Christian Century in 
an article compiled by the editors entitled "Protestantism 
Speaks on J u s tice in Integra tion." The article gives 
s tat ements made by the .following denominations regarding 
t he Supreme Court verdict of May 17, 1954. The date after 
t he denomj.national name is the date the favorable resolu-
tion was adop teda 
The Af rican Methodist Episcopal Conneetional Coun-
c i l -- June 1954 
The African Methodist Episcopal Zion, Board of Chris-
t i an Education -- August 1954 
American Baptist Convention -- 19.56 
'l'h e American Lutheran Church -- June 1954 
Au gust an a £vangelical Lutheran Church -- June 1956 
Christian Hethodist Episcopal Church -- 1955 
Chu r ch of the Brethren -- 1954 
Congregational Christian General Council -- June 1954 
Cumberland Presbyterian Church -- June 1955 
I nterna tional Convention of Disciples of Christ -- 1954 
Evangelical and Reformed General Synod -- 1956 
Evangelical United Brethren Church -- November 1954 
Meth odist General Conference -- 1956 
National Baptist Convention USA Inc. -- 1954 
Presbyterian, US, General Assembly -- 1954 
Presbyterian, USA, General Assembly -- 1954 
Protestant Episcopal General Assembly - 1955 
Southern Baptist Convention -- Ju,ne 1954 
United Lutheran Church in America -- 1956 
United Presbyterian Church of North America - 19.56 
The following are local or regional groups which made posi-
tive statements, 
Florida Council of Chui,ohes - October 1954 
Kentucky Council of C~urches - April 1955 
New Orle~s Council of Churches -- July 1954 
North Carolina Council of Churches - January 1956 
Vi~ginia Council or Churches -- January 1956 
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Washing t on , D.c., Federation of Churches -- October 
1954 
Nationa l Council of Churches, General Board -- May 
1954 
As an example of the aforementione~. the following is !'rom 
the Baptist National Convention, 
Accordi ng t o Christ and to Paul, there can be no 
quest ion of r ace relations, because there is only one 
r a ce, the human race. l1an himself has divided him-
s e l f on the basis of color. If. man would only stop 
wor I·ying about the petty dif!'erences, and concentrate 
on l .i..kenesses, there would be no race problem. The 
problem is not really race relations, but human rela-
tions. Segregation in the church of God is the ug-
liest t hing in the religious world• and a disgrace to 
a Chri s tian nation. 
Here is an exampl e of one not quite so broad in scope, that 
of t he North Carol i na Council of Churches: 
~ ov1 that the Supreme Court has spoken, we urge that 
t h e c hurches as represented in the Council accept the 
dec i sion of the court and the law 0£ . the land and en-
dea vor as fully as possible, ·in the spirit o:f Christ, 
to r e alize an integrated public school system.l 
111Prctestantism Speaks on Justice in Integration," ~ 
Christia n Century, LXIV (February 5, 1958), 164-166. 
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